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Basketball Hawks
turn it around
Antoine Volpini
Last Wednesday night the McMaster
Marauders rolled into the Hawks
home court and handed them a
humiliating 91-52 loss.
It was the type of loss where a
head coach is left with nothing to say
after the game except for the stan-
dard post blow-out cliche, 'let's put
ti
•
I
this one behind
us.'
However, with
a nights sleep,
head coach Mike
Kilpatrick could
have thought of a
few things he
would like his
team to address.
For instance,
Kilpatrick could
have questioned
his team's tenden-
cy to leave Mac
guards Steve Maga and Doug Doyle
uncovered, two of the premier shoot-
ers in the OUA.
Maga, an All-Canadian, scorched
the Hawks for 11 first half points,
while Doyle made good on his open
looks as he lead Mac with 20 points,
18 coming in the first half.
If this wasn't enough for
Kilpatrick, he could have questioned
his squads 24 turnovers, a number
of which occurred on simple inbound
plays.
The lone
bright spot
came in the
playing of
Rhadi
Knapp.
Most importantly, Kilpatrick
should have asked his players why
they left their shots at home.
The Hawks missed more shots
than a blind photographer. The team
shot 27 per cent from the floor and
went a measly 4 for 21 from beyond
the three-point line.
This is not even comparable to
the Marauders, who shot an
astounding 53 per
cent andwent9 for
17 from beyond
the arc.
Freshman floor
leader Darren
Veira continued to
shoot abysmally as
he followed up his
poor shooting per-
formance from last
week against the
Western Mustangs
by hitting only 2 of
his 15 shots
against Mac.
It may be Veira is being asked to
do too much for his team. Right now
the Hawks are relying on him to dis-
tribute the ball, be a big time scorer,
while also keeping up his defensive
responsibilities - and all this in his
first season outof high school.
Perhaps the lone bright spot for
WLU came in the play of Rhadi
Knapp (pronounced, RAW - dee).
A.C looking good
Jim Donnelly
Take a walk to the north end of cam-
pus, past Willison and Conrad,
through the parking lot and on to die
Stare at said complex. Even the
most unobservant of students will
come to notice the significant
changes gracing its exterior.
Step inside the building's doors
and you'll find die 29 year-old build-
ing is in the process of renovating
itselfin its entirety.
Besides the relatively new weight
rooms - which came into being two
years ago - 'phase one' of the A.C.
renovation project has recently
installed die Hawk Desk, new coach-
es' offices, a Student Leader Centre,
a dance studio and a super-circuit
room.
"The A.C. was built in 1971 and
has had no renovations done to it
until now. It's a change that's been
long overdue, and it's going to be a
benefit to all of our students, faculty,
Coordinator of Recreation. Fitness
and Customer Services. "It's a nicer
place to come to, it gives a nicer per-
spective when you walk through the
doors."
The new offices, on the right-
hand side of the main entrance, are
a refreshing change from the tradi-
tionally cramped and dingy rooms of
the original building.
They feature Internet access
(previously unavailable), state-of-
the-art computer systems, large
windows, and roomy waiting areas.
"Previously, the A.C. had no
Internet access whatsoever. It's criti-
cal to have it. so the building is now
completely wired," said Lindley.
"The new offices are a dramatic
improvement oyer the old ones."
Peter Baxter, WI.U Director of
Athletics & Recreation, agrees.
"Previously we -wuJ.cs
with no offices a Wil, or if they did
have one it was usually small,
cramped and stuffy. The new ones
offer tremendous advantages over
the old."
The Student I eader Centre, on the
left of the mail foyer, is a large office
for all student athletics coordinators.
Recreational coordinators, intramu-
ral and fitness leaders, instructors,
and personal trainers all use the
huge office which contains brand-
new computer equipment and "large
workstations.
MANTRAN
WLUSP starts to get promotional
Sarah Schiefer
You may have noticed as you walked past the
Wall of Memories this week, a number of
obscenely large photographs of Student
Publications (WLUSP) volunteers.
The booth, where volunteers spend their
days giving out Cord Guides and WLUSP infor-
mational brochures, is one of the numerous
plans of the WLUSP Presence committee to
promote the image of Student Publications on
campus.
When asked about the motivation for the
marketing campaign, WLUSP President James
Muir said, "The marketing blitz is part of an
overall promotional package designed to
enhance the reputation of Student Publications
and underline its integral function in the lives
of each Laurier student."
This promotional week also serves as the
launch of the Student
"
Publications "Redesign
our Logo" contest
where the winner will
walk
away
with $250 in
prize money. All
designs must be sub-
mitted in The Cord
Office by March 1,
2000.
Luxmen Aloysius, a
member of the YVLUSP
Presence Committee
had this to say about -
the promotion, "It seems much of the percep-
tion of Student Publications stems from the
reputation of The Cord from last year.
"We want to dispel those myths and talk
more about our current volunteers and the
publications they are working on. We didn't
The winner of
the "Redesign
our Logo"
contest will
walk away
with $250.
want to simply be isolated up on the third
floor."
Student Publications is working on letting
students know exactly what they are doing for
them.
The brochure features an area entitled
"Over the past year..."
which liighlights the
lowering of the cost of
the yearbook from $36
to $25, successfully
negotiating with
Josten's to lower the
cost of grad photo
packages, supporting
artistic endeavours
such as The Nature of
Reality and the upcom-
ing premiere of the
• YVLUSP wall calendar
which will go out to all 200Q/2001 first-year
students.
The basis of the promotion lies in the diver-
sity of both the volunteer experience and the
volunteers themselves. Be on the lookout for
future promotional antics put on by WLUSP.
ELIZABETH
NARDELLA
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Shootout taking place at all gamesl_
Renovations are also being made to
the squash courts, previously in vari-
ous states ofdisrepair. The floors and
walls of all the courts are scheduled
to be redone, as well as a completely
new paint job and purple and white
floor tiles outside the courts.
The dance studio, located on the
ground floor directly underneath the
new offices, features a hardwood
floor, ballet bar, a high-tech stereo
system, and fully mirrored walls.
Besides regular dance classes, fitness
programs such as Boxercise and
martial arts will also take place in the
studio.
Baxter maintains that the initiative
was supported wholeheartedly by
University officials.
"Laurier itself recognized that the
building was state-of-the-art in 1971,
but time has certainly gone by and
some changes needed to be made,"
he said. "Since the early 70's, interest
in fitness and recreational activities
has grown by leaps and bounds and
we're trying to expand in order to
accommodate that need."
"We've had tremendous support
from President Rosehart and Dean
McMurray, as well as Student Union
Presidents Gareth Cunningham and
Devon Grady."
'Phase two' of the
A.C. renovation
plan, more sweep-
ing even than the
first, is set to com-
mence in mid- to
late-March with
the demolition of
much of the core of
the building. It will
feature major
changes to the
main foyer and old
coaches' offices,
more public wash-
rooms and better-equipped change-
rooms. The installation of a climbing
wall at the far end of the building has
also been discussed.
"Fitness on
campus
is an
important
part of a
student's
education."
"We're going to completely gut the
upstairs and downstairs, hopefully
starting March 20. The new area will
have larger changerooms, especially
for women, and several teamrooms
including separate ones for visiting
teams," said Baxter.
The main foyer
will also be com-
pletely redesigned.
Thevintage orange
and yellow walls
will, mercifully, be
eliminated along
with the gigantic
'POOL' and 'GYM'
signs which at
present grace its
walls. A 'Golden
Hawk Lounge,' fea-
turing pictures and
stories of Laurier's
athletic history, will
be located where the foyer now
exists.
"The new lounge will create much
more social and living space, and will
be more friendly and welcoming to
students," said Lindley. "It will also
contain a food concession of some
sort."
All told the project will end up cost-
ing the school $2.5 million, $1.25 mil-
lion of which will come from a new
student levy of$4 per course running
for the next five school years. The
other half will be paid by the
University, as one of its Milleneum
Projects.
"We want to give potential students
and student athletes a favourable
impression of the school," said
Baxter. "These renovations will
accomplish this."
"Fitness on campus is an important
part of a students education. Even
though you don't earn credits for it,
participation in sport teaches skills
valuable later in life - you learn how
to test yourself, work with people as a
team, and deal with an entire spec-
trum of emotions from downright
depression to excitement and ela-
tion."
News Bites
Hampton
at Laurier
On Friday, January 21 at noon,
Howard Hampton will be talking
with students on the corner of
University Avenue and King
Street.
Hampton will be discussing "A
solution for die rising cost of
tuition" and polling students to
find out their opinions.
At 2:00 p.m., Hampton will
relocate to die Concourse and
hold a more formal question peri-
od. .Ml are welcome.
APEC bills
add up
The ongoing RCMP inquiry into
(Jie .APEC pepper-spray incident
has, as of December 20, 1999,
cost Canadians $1.1 million in
legal fees.
Hearings began in 1998 and
the complaints commission has
spent about $3.2 million on the
complaints from over 40 individu-
als. s
The next issues in the hear-
ings is wlwihor or not to cali Jean
Chretien to testify at the hearings.
Rankin
killed in
crash
after his truck plummeted into
the GulfofSt. Lawrence.
Rankin's 15-year-old son and
two other teenage passengers
escaped from the truck mid were
treated for hypothermia.
A large pile of salt, almost a
half-a-metre in height, is being
considered as a possible element
that led to the crash of the truck.
WM 1
Custody to
birth
father
A B.C. judge awarded custody of a
10-month-old baby girl to a single
25-year-old birth father.
The birth mother fought to
have her daughter given up for
adoption and but recently testified
in court that she made a mistake
in her decision.
She now wants access to her
daughter and the judge found the
idea acceptable. The child will
likely be raised by the birth
father's mother.
News
Smoke-free Laurier
Kristina Spence
Waking up to the smell of
smoke-drenched hair and
clothing after at night at the
Turret will soon be a memo-
ry of the past.
In compliance with the
new Waterloo region bylaw,
Wilfs, the Hawk's Nest and
the T\irret are now smoke-
free.
Judging by the various signs
positioned outside the
entrances of each establish-
ment, Laurier students
should now be aware of the
restrictions on campus and
be willing to comply or face
the consequences.
For the first three weeks
of January, the region of
Waterloo monitored the
reactions of businesses and
patrons for their compliance
with the bylaw.
Now that the grace period
has passed, the region is
ready to crack down on
offenders.
If caught smoking, both
smokers and owners of busi-
nesses wherein the smoking
occurs can
be fined
between
$245
$5,000 per
offence,
per day.
Mike
McGuigan, Manager of the
Turret and Hawk's Nest, said
itwas business as usual these
past Thursday, Friday and
Saturday nights.
The Hawk's Nest, howev-
er, has experienced a decline
in business.
The recently smoke-free
Hawk's Nest lost its 15-20
regular patrons due to the
new bylaw but McGuigan is
hopeful new clientele will
replace the former crowd.
While the bylaw is driving
away some business, it is
bringing forth major health
benefits.
"From an employee
standpoint, both sides [Turret
and Hawk's Nest] notice a
much better work environ-
ment," he said.
McGuigan said employees
are noticing the change
already and the air quality is
definitely better.
At the Hawk's Nest, peo-
ple have asked if they could
smoke to which employees
have had to respond with a
no.
So far, asking students not
to smoke has not been a
problem but the lack of regu-
lar patrons has caused a
decline in daily revenues.
Competing with other
such hot spots as Wilfs, the
Terrace and 24 Hour
Lounge, the Hawk's Nest is
trying to expand its menu
beyond the muffins, bagels,
Fines range from $245
for a first offence to a
maximum of $5000.
coffees and juices currently
available.
A full service bar is also
available starting at 11:30
a.m.
Although aware of the
region granting special status
to particular groups,
McGuigan said Laurier could
not acquire an exemption
from the bylaw because stu-
dents can sign in visitors and
certain alumni funding
issues.
Ultimately it is the duty of
the bylaw enforcement
workers to monitor business-
es and administer fines while
b us i -
nesses
must
comply
by
remov-
ing ash
trays
and
McGuigan and others will
take the time and responsibil-
ity to inform students so
other workers can do their
jobs.
"If some of the guys
[bouncers] go into the crowd,
the safety of thebar would be
sacrificed," McGuigan said.
At Wilfs, Student
Manager, Andy Dennett, said
he thinks the bylaw is good
for health concerns and
believes it will not hurt busi-
ness.
Being just a few weeks
into the winter term, busi-
ness has been steady.
Dennett said smoking "...is
not the main reason people
come here [to Wilfs]" so
there is little threat to the
operations of the business.
If people request permis-
sion to leave Wilfs for a
smoke break, the employees
have been instructed to
posting signs about the
bylaw.
There are currently 26
health inspectors employed
in the Waterloo region.
If situations arise,
McGuigan has advised his
employees to notify student
managers and himself about
the more stubborn cases.
refuse the request.
Dennett said it would not
be a problem for people to
leave their tables and come
back on a Monday or
Tuesday night but for
Wednesdays, people will only
be permitted a 10-minute
break to access the cash
machine.
Dennett said about 95%
of people have been good
about complying with the
bylaw.
If caught smoking in
Wilfs however, the nfltw
would only be served a warn-
ing and be permitted to
remain in the restaurant.
Overall, Dennett thinks
the bylaw has been good for
Wilfs.
"It's healthier and it's a bit
more bearable on
Wednesday nights."
rUDICTIMC
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Covering all angles
Kristina Spence
TheWednesday, January 12th meet-
ing of the Students' Union Board of
Directors covered myriad topics in
less than three hours.
Following the Keystone photo in
front of the fireplace, Board Chair,
Jeffrey Kroeker, addressed matters
of meeting times, committee minutes
and director term reports.
In the report from the President,
Devin Grady, discussed the creation
of an elections task force, the devel-
opment of the by-passing of line pol-
icy, the smoking bylaw, executive
mid-term reports and Deputy
Returning Officer (DRO) hiring.
In relation to the smoking bylaw,
director Reena Clarke asked if the
balcony on the Tlirret level could be
considered for use by smoking
patrons. VP: Student Activities, Chris
Hewitt, replied that the balcony is
unsafe and it would cost too much
money to have it upgraded to safety
standards.
VP: University Affairs, Cameron
Ballantyne, gave briefupdates on the
activities of LUCK, LSFL and Health
and Fitness committees. Ballantyne
also mentioned the OUSA meeting
scheduled for later thatweek where-
in he and other members planned on
proposing a weighted voting proce-
dure to best reflect the financial con-
tributions made by individual univer-
sities.
YVLUSP representative, Krista Neher,
theninformed the Board of activities
occurring at Student Publications
and riuvV various projects were pro-
gressing. At that point, Card EIC,
Sarah Schiefer, was given the floor to
discuss the meeting between Kara
Young, VP:Marketing, and herself.
Young sent a report to the meeting
because she was unable to be pres-
ent and Schiefer asked President
Grady to read the report aloud.
It was Schiefer's understanding that
Young believed it would bebest ifthe
Union newsletter was included in the
Cord and that she would be consult-
ed prior to the printing of following
editions of the newsletter. The
January newsletter was a sad sur-
prise to Schiefer.
"I feel my
negotiations
were for
not."
Sarah Schiefer
"I feel my negotiations were for not.
I'm really disappointed with the way
things turned out," she said.
Director Jeff Brydges said he ana-
lyzed the two papers and figured that
both organizations could take advan-
tage of the inclusion of the Union in
the Cord.
Director Jason Quahl expressed his
concern about the relationship
between the two organizations and
hoped the matter would be resolved
by the next BOD meeting.
President Grady reminded the Board
they had given Young the power to
choose the solution and suggested
thatperhaps Young decided it was in
the best interest of the Union to be
published separately from the Cord.
Schiefer responded by asking for a
list of reasons how a separate publi-
cation would be better for the Union
if Young so chose to keep the two
publications independent.
Director James Wheeler pointed out
that the concern rested in the matter
of unsatisfied negotiations which
seemed to be a "red flag."
Director Eric Davis made a motion to
close the discussions after a few
more moments and Chris Hewitt
made his report on Student
Activities.
Hewitt mentioned upcoming events
such as a sex education program
with Sue Johansenand an academic
debate between Roland Smith and
Anne Dowsett-Johnston. The open-
ing of hiring for Foot Patrol and ERT
was also introduced by Hewitt.
VP:Finance, Jeffrey Burrow, dis-
cussed the development of a docu-
ment to help students manage' their
finances, a non-tuition fees commit-
tee, the millennium project and
financial counseling.
In the matters of the Student Wish
List, Brydges brought up the issue of
a particular faculty secretary who
has caused much grief in the lives of
numerous students. Brydges agreed
to look into methods of addressing
such concerns.
Issues of accessibility, Wilt's hours of
operations and putting more services
online were also discussed before the
Board went in camera.
Rewardaprof
Jim Donnelly
The deadline for , the 2000 WLU
Outstanding Teacher Award has
come and gone, and both
students
and teachers alike are now wrig-
gling in anticipation tb see
make the final cut
According to official University
guidelines, nominees for the award
had to be championed by either a
student or fellow faculty member
from within their own department
Nomination materials were to be
given to the Outstanding Teacher
Award Committee, which is now
charged with making a recomenda-
tion to the President
Along with the required nomina-
tion forms, the Committee was ask-
ing for typed letters from former and
current students (undergraduate or
graduate); letters from colleagues
who have knowledge of the nomi-
nee's teaching ability; a letter from
the appropriate department's
Chairperson discussing the nomi-
nee's contibution to the curriculum;
and, finally, letters to the University
fromexternal sources who can attest
to the nominee's integrity.
Both full-time tenured and non-
tenured faculty were eligible for
nomination, however if a professor
has already won the award he orshe
> mustsuffer a tenyear waiting period
before being nominated again.
Judgement is based on ten cate-
gories ranging from classroom
instruction to consultation with stu-
dents outside of class to production
of educational materials, including
textbooks, films and study guides;
development of programs to
improve teaching; research on uni-
versity teaching; development of
innovative teaching methods; and
educational making.
According to Doug Witmer, WLU
Director of Academic Projects,
potential winners do not have to
excel in all areas.
"All of the factors carry weight," he
said. "We don't expect teachers to be
exceptionally strong in all areas, but
they should be in at least three."
"Everyone is different, and every-
one brings different strengths into
the classroom."
Previous winners have included
Richard Walsh (Psychology) in 1999,
Martha Lawrence (Social Work) in
1998, and Gordon McDougall
(Business) in 1996.
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Memberships have their privileges
Kristina Spence
The Thursday, January 13 WLUSP
meeting featured a presentation
from the Canadian University Press
(CUP) and
Tariq Hassan-Gordon, President
of CUP, discussed the developing
Toronto Star distribution issue and
its potential effect on advertising in
student newspapers.
Hassan-Gordon encouraged the
BOD to pursue an exclusivity con-
tract on campus in order to keep
dailies such as the TorontoStar from
taking away readership and funding.
Hassan-Gordon described how
CUP represents 72 student newspa-
pers across Canada and how the
organization provides services such
as a daily newswire and legal
resources for its members. CUP
expects newspapers such as the Star
may invade Canadian university
campuses within the next three to
five years. To retaliate against the
Star, student newspapers have been
forced to employ new distribution
strategies to maintain readership.
The Toronto Star has even gone so
far as to attempt to recruit staff from
the York student paper, the excal-
ibur, for the section dedicated to the
specific universities.
CXJP has successfully blocked the
Star out of Ryerson and University of
Toronto campuses
but face greater
challenges as plans for expansion
throughout south-western Ontario
are developed. Even with The
Record in Laurier residences,
Hassan-Gordon advised the Board to
keep an eye on
readership and
circulation in case
similar problems
should arise.
The Cord is not
a current member of CUP due to the
membership fee but the Board is
considering accepting a free trial
membership for the duration of the
winter term.
Following the CUP presentation
was a brief talk by Campus Plus rep-
resentative Nigel Pleasants. Campus
Plus sells national advertising but the
Cord currently uses Campus
Network for its advertising services.
Pleasants discussed how Campus
Plus is the industry leader, investing
$40,000 in research annually and
operates as a non-profit organiza-
tion.
After the presentations and a
brief question period, BOD members
were asked to do their office hours at
the WLUSP booth across from the
Wall of Memories.
Director Sue Portelance then
reported on activities of the elections
council. Doug Short of the WLUSU
BOD was in attendance for the meet-
ing and helped explain how a new
elections taskforce would promote
participation in the election through
CUP wants its newest
member to be the Cord.
fun and rewarding activities in the
weeks prior to the actual election.
With the theme "Election 2000
Appetite for Destruction," Short and
the taskforce plan to bring fun back
into student elections.
Director Krista Neher continued
the meeting with a discussion about
the latest developments at the
Students' Union and Doug Short
spoke about the creation of a new
committee to promote communica-
tions among the university adminis-
tration, students, staff and alumni.
Cord EIC, Sarah
Schiefer, then
reported on the
developments in
theUnion newslet-
ter talks.
Schiefer also requested the funds
to allow her to attend a CUP confer-
ence in Winnipeg for four days. The
Board agreed to review the costs and
inform her of the project's feasibility
later in the week.
Schiefer also brought examples
of newspapers printed by Oxford
Web to compare quality to the cur-
rent Hamilton Web productions.
A quote for the cort of printing at
Oxford Web is expected to be avail-
able at the next WLUSP meeting.
VP:Finance, Anthony Del Col,
updated the Board on Keystone
advertising sales and predicted the
current year's sales would be slightly
greater than in 1999.
Announcementswere then made
about the mailouts for Keystone
sales and reminders made for man-
ning the WLUSP marketing booth
the week of January 17-21.
The Board took a short break
and then went in camera.
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Opinion
Television: The
BoobTube's Value
I'll gladly be the first to confess that I'm
something of a book nerd. I buy books that
I have no real intentionofreading. I become
giddy whenever I pass by a yet-to-be-
perused used bookstore. To put it in the
most basic, straight to the heart of the mat-
ter kinda sense, I think books are cool.
As a result of this love affair with the
printed word, I tend to spend the majority of
my free time or "study breaks" (the overall
lack of studying being committed on my
part notwithstanding...) not watching TV or
playing video games but rather safely snug-
gled within the cozy confines of two covers.
Which is to say reading. Recently I found
myself reading a bunch of non-fiction stuff
by one of my absolute favourite fiction writ-
ers, David Foster Wallace. The one essay
that really struck me, and henceforth
inspired this very editorial, was Wallace's
early 90's TV v. Literature critique, "E
Unibus Pluram: Television And U.S.
Fiction".
Now what Wallace has to say here is
that a) metafiction written in America in the
1960s and 70s (Thomas Pynchon, William
Gaddis, John Barth etc, etc...) used irony
and self-referential or self-depreciating
humour to underscore the "American
Dream" type lifestyle embraced by the
mainstream, notably by television (Leave It
To Beaver, Andy Griflßth, and countless oth-
ers, ad nauseum), and that b) current young
writers of "avante garde" fiction (Wallace
may as
well point at himself here) can no
longer rely on these old postmodern tricks
because television has beat them to the
punch and already incorporated this kind of
self-referential irony into its own program-
ming and advertisements, essentially
reducing (or arguably expanding) TV away
fromsimply a "fantasy world" type medium
into one big inside joke, complete with TV
shows about TV shows, TV shows that
mock the standard TV show formula, ads
that let the viewer feel like they "get" what
Is there
no more
avante garde?
Is there
no more
mainstream?
the advertiser is pitching at them and how
that is funny and that they feel smart for
"getting" it and that that's what the adver-
tisers wanted to do anyways so there. Oh
yes, and c) all these new young writers are
pretty much fucked because what do you
do when the "avante garde" you're sup-
posed to Lc is totally usurped by w.a main-
stream? Is there no more avante garde? Is
there no more mainstream?
Seems like what Wallace thinks is that
unlike these older fiction writers who view
TV as something that is just sorta there,
new writers who were raised in a world
that always had TV anyways need to incor-
porate its presence into their fiction as the
part of their lives that it is, not just as some
kind of outsider or intruder. Wallace cites
Don DeLillo's "White Noise" (kick-ass book,
all told) as an excellent example of this, and
he's right - DeLillo does really hit on a thing
or two about our interaction with media
and stuff like that.
The only real point of mentioning all this
is that it seems like the automatic reaction
of young people when they start to get a lit-
tle education under their belts is that TV is
bad, screw TV, I'm gonna ignore it. This is
particularly true amongst aspiring artist
types.
Nice idea, I guess. Its good to see that
people would like to have principles, but
this rage towards TV and
the media is real-
ly misdirected. TV is important and any real
art (to be honest I'm only really talking
about books here) that has something truly
important to say about our contemporary
world cannot turn a blind eye towards it.
Read the Wallace essay if you don't
believe me. TV counts.
Ross Bullen
Arts Editor
{.The opinions expressed in wis are those of the
author, and do not reflectthose ofThe CordStaff, the edl-
tonalboard, or WLUSP. . .
LETTERS FROM THE EDITOR
No One Really
Cares What
You Think,
But Let Me
Pretend That
I Do
Dear Readers,
I'm glad to see that there is absolutely noth-
ing worth talking about, either within the
pages of this newspaper or the pitiful dregs
of your apparently boring, monotonous,
robotic, uneventful and quite possibly
unworthy lives.
Even if there were, I think we would all
agree that feedback is pointless and discus-
sion is useless. Concern, awareness, even
mere interest is shunned. They have no
value, other than to waste ink and possibly
trick the neurons in our brain to jumping
across synapses and, even more scarily,
possibly tricking us into THINKING.
Sound stupid? That's because it is.
So send me some letters, but do me a
favour and check the Letters Policy first.
No, fuck it. I'm desperate. Send me
whatever you want or all you're going to get
is more of my stupid ranting and these stu-
pid ads.
'•V
Asad Kiyani
Opinion Editor
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Here's The ]unk I'm Reduced
to Doing When You Don't
Write Letters
Win $2501
Then, feel free to go spend it
on letter writing equipment
such as a pen, paper,
envelopes, stamps and oh, per-
haps some sort of conscious-
ness or awareness about
anythina anywhere.
Just redesign this logo and
return the product to us with
your contact info by March 1:
Lend Me Your Ear
Macdonald's
Greatness
W.A Ferris
Last week, our country "celebrated"
an important anniversary.
Perhaps you missed it? I'm not sur-
prised, considering how pathetically
little is known aboutCanada's histo-
ry. For those ofyou who don't know
what I'm talking about, allow me to
enlighten you. Jan. 11th was the
185th anniversary of the birth of the
greatest Prime Minister this country
has ever known - Sir John A.
Macdonald.
When, on each Dominion Day,
we celebrate Canada, we are cele-
brating the nation he created. His
vision of a Canada stretching from
sea to sea triumphed over the nar-
row-minded pro-American senti-
ments of those Liberals he van-
quished in election after election. He
realized the need to defend
Canadian interests from predatory
Americans, while at the same time
he understood thebenefits of associ-
ating Canada with the greatest
Empire theworld has ever seen. His
government gave crucial support to
the building of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, which united the West with
the East along twin ribbons of steel.
The Tories under Macdonald, and
the governments he led, were truly
Macdonald
would
likely not
even last
long in
today's
climate.
national, with representation from
all regions, especially Quebec.
Of course, the Canada of today
would hardly be recognizable to the
likes of Macdonald. Having forsak-
en our traditional and historic links
across the Atlantic, our leaders tryto
outdo each other in fealty to the
decaying and declining Republic to
the south. National governments
are a thing of the past, as all major
parties have become little more than
regional rumps. Our leaders lack
the national vision that Macdonald
had, with recent examples stretch-
ing from Pierre Elliott Trudeau's
insulting attitudes to the West and
the butchering of Meech Lake to sat-
isfy the arrogant pride of Lucien
Bouchard and Jean Chretien.
Indeed, Macdonald would likely
not even last long in today's climate.
He was often drunk, and though he
was a better politician drunk than
any of his opponents sober, it is
doubtless that today he would be
scorned it a fit of moralistic fervour.
We love to delve into the private fail-
ings of our politicians, refusing to see
that such petty issues have no bear-
ing on their greatness as leaders.
As Canada stumbles into the 21st
century, perhaps what is needed is
to think not of the possible pitfalls of
our future but rather the successes
of our past. Indeed, Canada might
best be served by a return to a poli-
cy reminiscent of Sir John A.
Macdonald's famous slogan of "The
Old Flag, the Old Policy, the Old
Leader."
baking the beans
Raise the
Rates, Lower
the Society
Asad Kiyani
So Howard Hampton is coming to
Laurier. I can't wait to see him, not
because I'm a huge fan of the NDP
or because he's cuddly or because i
have a thing for powerful middle-
aged men with graying hair.
No, Howard's arrival excites me
because I'm actu-
ally going to see
some concrete
steps taken
towards stemming
the ridiculous rise
in university
tuition fees.
The NDP
favours eliminat-
ing tuition fees
altogether.
However, the NDP
is aware that such
an intelligent, well-
thought out and universally benefi-
cial plan would never be palatable to
both the majority government and
their supposed opposition (who are
in fact their evil twins). Instead, the
NDPand Howard will unveil a pri-
vate-members bill to at least signifi-
cantly reduce the rise of tuition.
Most of us are university stu-
dents and even first-years are aware
of the rising costs of post-secondary
education. Yet it seems that there is
one group of students on campus
that is surprisingly quiet on the
issue. The mystery sect is our cult of
student leaders, most of whom have
not touched the issue of rising fees,
at least not publicly.
Yet it really isn't fair to just rag on
our student leaders. For even
though they were elected or
acclaimed or hired to represent our
Tuition has
increased as
overall
poverty has
increased.
interests, they haven't been
harassed enough by the non-gov-
ernmental student (NGS) to do so, no
matter how self-evident the interest
of reducing student debt might be.
The NGS doesn't say much because
he/she can absorb gradual rate
hikes for a limited period of time.
Over the long-term however, stu-
dents pay incredibly higher tuition
fees than their predecessors. Our
short-sightedness, combined with a
lack of willpower, has allowed the
rise of fees to continueunquestioned
and unabated.
Tuition has increases as overall
poverty has
increased. Sure
in terms of raw
numbers we look
better, but in
reality, our gen-
eration is poorer
than our parents.
The only wealth
that is being
gathered is
increasingly in
the hands of a
limited few. They
will keep their access to education,
but more and more of the poor will
be cut off from and excluded from
the most important service the gov-
ernment can offer - a proper educa-
tion.
We know that education is the
one equalizer in our society, the only
institution which offers everyone the
same chance of future success. Butif
we allow tuition fees to rise
unchecked, we risk cutting off the
ability of the less fortunate to
improve their condition.
Howard's arrival and the NDP
bill provides a tremendous opportu-
nity for students to come together
and voice their concerns. His arrival
on Friday morning should serve as a
rallying point for our own effort to
keep education - which we know is
the key to future success - accessible
for everyone.
...But I Digress
No Smoking
in the New
Millennium
Michael Berry
The time has come!
Now that all the Y2K hype has
settled and life can go on, we can get
the year started. January 1, 2000
brought not only a new year but also
a new era of -
health conscious
communities.
Yes, that's right
folks, Waterloo
Region is proudly
now smoke-free.
Short of actually
getting into the
issue of whether it
is a good thing or
not, I must com-
menton one inter-
esting thing I saw
lately.
I received in the mail, and
assuredly you did too, an interesting
little nugget ofpublic service lately. A
flyer from the Council for Tobacco-
Free Waterloo Region arrived, out-
lining the the new bylaws so one can
"Throw off the winter doldrums."
They include all the regular health
havens as bowling alleys and Bingo
halls. Whatever. The interesting part
was the instructions as to what to do
upon seeing this audacious act actu-
ally showing up in public.
They are as follows: Speak up
(whine to management), Take note
No matter
the good
intentions,
this doesn't
sit right
with me.
(actually take the time out of your
life to write the damn thing down),
And, here's the clincher - call a com-
laint line to report the act
Now, we've seen this sort of thing
before - remember the provincial
government's welfare snitch line?
But no matter what the good inten-
tions are behind it, this new one
really doesn't sit right with me. Who
else besides the grown up kid who
took names in school when the
teacher had to leave the class would
actually call a line to tell on some-
one? No on likes
a rat.
Call me what
you will, but real-
ly, would you be
so upset by see-
ing someone
smoke in a pool
hall that you'd
call in the caper.
Leave the place if
you don't like it,
but is carrying a
note pad really
necessary?
I'm sure the city's heart is in the
right place, but I don't foresee it
working, the manpower employed
probably isn't anywhere near large
enough to actually police a city, even
if they do actually work weekends.
You think somebody would have
learned something from Toronto's
attempt.
All right, I did it, I spouted a little
on the law itself, I just couldn't help
it
The way I see it, this barely
enforceable law is made sillier by an
honest-to-goodness tattle line.
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International
Golan debate heightens
Robert Clarke
Last week Syrian-Israeli negotia-
tions, which are being held in
Sheperdstown, West Virginia,
recessed until January 19th.
US President Bill Clinton, Israeli
Prime Minister Ehud Barak and
Syrian Foreign Minister Farouq al-
Shara are all in attendance. Clinton
opened the meeting by telling both
sides they have an opportunity
before themto reach a "comprehen-
sive peace" that is notonly important
to the Middle East, but also "vital to
the [stability of
the] world."
Clinton noted
the negotiations
would not be easy
and urged the two
sides to make the
hard choices
needed to end a
half-century of
conflict.
While a formal
agenda for the
negotiations was
never produced,
talks have centred on the Israeli
withdrawal from the heavily disput-
ed territory of Golan Heights; securi-
ty arrangements under any Israeli
withdrawal from the strategic
plateaul and the shape of future
bilateral relations between Syria and
Israel.The issue of the Golan Heights
has garnered the most substantial
debate betweenthe opposing sides.
The Golan Heights matter dates
back to the Middle Eastern conflict of
1967. Egypt, which was then con-
testing the region's influence
throughout the Arab world, was
looking to cut Israel off from the Gulf
of Aqaba and created a blockade of
Israeli vessels.
Israel retaliated in what is known
as the 'Six Day War', and captured
the whole West Bank, Gaza and all of
Sinai up to the canal, including the
Golan heights from which Syria had
been able to bombard the Galilee
lowlands.
Essentially, what Syrians are
'the«pficeof
peace will
be costly for
Israelis!-., :
waiting for is an Israeli pledge to
return the Golan Heights seized from
Syria in the 1967 war. Nearly
400,000 Syrians fled their Golan
homes; many live in camps in
Damascus and Daraa, six miles west
of the Jordanian border.
Israel is seeking security guaran-
tees and the establishment of com-
prehensive diplomatic relations with
Damascus, including an exchange of
ambassadors.
While Prime Minister Ehud
Barak has not publicly agreed to give
up the Golan, he has indicated the
price of peace
will be costly for
Israelis.
Barak has indi-
cated his willing-
ness to pull back
and give up virtu-
ally all of the
land. The negoti-
ations with Syria
stalled last
Monday over
how far back
Israel would
retreat.
Surrendering the Golan Heights
would mean dislodging some 18,000
Israelis who live on the plateau and
whose livelihood is dependent upon
local dairy farms, industries and
wineries.
Of greater potential conse-
quence, the turnover of the Golan
would effectively strip Israel of a
safeguard against surprise attack.
US spokesperson James Rubin
commented: "During the course of
the Shepherdstown Peace Talks, we
have had intensive negotiations on
all of the key issues. All four commit-
tees have been established and have
been working, both formally and
informally. We have presented a
working document to the parties
that lays the groundwork for a seri-
ous effort to bridge the important
gaps that remain."
According to some analysts,
while Syria continues to demand an
Israeli withdrawal from the "strate-
gic Golan Heights," Israeli General
Uri Saguy made it clear that water,
not land, is the critical issue between
Israel and Syria.
Israel is willing to consider the
development of water deals with
Turkey and Syria,
but, so far, Syria
has not participat-
ed in any negotia-
tions on the mat-
ter. The peace
process itself may
hinge on the creation of a three-way
water deal between Israel, Syria and
Hi rkey.
Gen. Uri Saguy, reportedly the
Israeli government's favorite candi-
date to head peace negotiations with
Damascus, recently told a Nazareth
daily, "water is the most critical issue
in negotiations with Syria," directly
implying land was less of an issue.
Saguy, a former head of Israeli
military intelligence, added any solu-
tion to the water problem will be
resolved in the context of an Israeli-
Syrian-Turkish agreement.
With regard to Syria's demand
for the return of the Golan Heights,
Saguy noted, "if Israel is satisfied
[with the terms of the agreement], it
will return all territory."
Many believe that militarily the
Golan Heights offers little advantage.
Israeli military doctrine is based on
mobile air-land warfare. At best,
Golan provides some security from
modernSyrian artillery. On the other
hand, it is not ideal ground for con-
ducting mobile defensive operations
because it forces defenders to oper-
ate with their backs to a steep
escarpment.
Syrian armor descending the
face of the Golan would be extreme-
ly vulnerable to Israeli gunners on
the other side of the Jordan.
Obviously, there is some value to the
Golan, but it is far from an indispen-
sable strategic asset.
Water, on the other hand, does
matter. By abandoning the superfi-
cial, but highly emotionally charged,
issue of occupying the Golan, and by
raising this strategic water issue,
Saguy and Israeli Prime Minister
Ehud Barak are making a serious
step forward toward negotiating a
formal peace.
This step forward exemplifies the
many pitfalls of pushing ahead
the
formal peace process.
The water coming from Golan
sources is critical. To that end, Israel
will have to strike some sort of deal
allows themto continue utilizing that
water or else sack the peaceprocess
and maintain its occupation of the
Golan.
Thus, Saguy's commentabout an
Israeli-Turkish-Syrian water deal
coupled with a
willingness to
discuss the mat-
ter may be the
solution to the
water issue in
the region and a
leap of the final hurdle in the hereto-
for stallled peace process.
EYE ON HUMAN RIGHTS
Remembering Dr. Martin Luther King
Great leaders are so rare.
Though their lives are but a
flash in time, they leave a
colourful stroke on our other-
wise dark and ugly history,
giving us direction, and more
importantly, hope. Dr. Martin
Luther King was the personifi-
cation of both hope and great
leadership.
King advocated those tran-
scendent approaches to
change that have the ability to
unite us not only with each
other, but also with ourselves,
as we are forced to better
understand those aspects in
each of us that make us
human.
With his admiration for the
life of Gandhi, Martin Luther
King organized a non-violent
civil rights movement against
racial inequality and degrada-
lion that began a process of
protest that has lasted to the
day. Most importantly, he suc-
ceeded in bringing the deeply
racist fabric of American soci-
ety into the public eye. Later in
his life, he realized the need
for improved civil rights
spanned across races. King
became a proponent of a
brflader movement grounded
not in race but on the princi-
ples of democratic socialism.
Even now King's teachings
live on as protesters in South
Carolina rally around the lega-
cy of Reverend King as they
confront the issue of the con-
federate flag.
Dr. King's birthday gives us
the perfect opportunity to con-
template his life's work and
that most beautiful "dream"
for which he gave his life.
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India-Pakistan relations on the brink
Maneesh Sehdev
As mostof the world enjoyed the hol-
idays, tensions between India and
Pakistan escalated to a new level. A
few days before Christmas, an
Indian Airlines plane bound for New
Delhi was hijacked by five terrorists.
The aircraft was then flown to
Kandahar airport in Kabul where it
would stay for the next eight days.
Early in the ordeal, four hostages
were reportedly killed by the terror-
ists, including 24-year-old Rupin
Katyal. Katyal had been recently
married and was returning from his
honeymoon. Another hostage later
recalled watching him cry for water
for two hours before bleeding to
death in front of the helpless
hostages.
The hijackers, eventually identi-
fied as four Pakistanis and one
Nepali, negotiated with the Indian
government for several days,
demanding the release of several
imprisoned Pakistani militants.
India refused many of the terror-
ists' demands and an agreement
could not be reached until the
Taliban (Afghan army) began pres-
suring both sides. The pressure
cracked the deadlocked negotiations
on December 30, when the terrorists
suddenly contacted the Indian gov-
ernment with news they were ready
to talk again.
The hijackers demanded the
release of MaulanaMasood Azhar, a
jailed militant. The final agreement
included the release of two more
militants in exchange for the
hostages.
The three militants were
released and flown to Kandahar air-
port. The terrorists then left the
plane and drove away from the air-
port in four-wheel drive vehicles,
taking the released militants with
them. The hostages were then taken
back to India, some
reunited with their
families while oth-
ei~s rushed to hospi-
tals for much-need-
ed medical atten-
tion.
The Indian gov-
ernment has been
criticized for their handling of the sit-
uation because they gave into the
terrorists' demands. I lowever, it was
later revealed the terrorists intended
to blow up the plane if an agreement
could not be reached. External
Affairs Minister Jaswant Singh also
revealed it seemed as though a 'third
force' was advising the hijackers.
They halted negotiations several
times to consult with another party.
It was not revealed who this outside
party was.
Many believe the terrorists to be
in support of Pakistani rule in
Kashmir, a disputed territory in
India. A theory endorsed by the
Indian government is the Pakistani
government was somehow involved
in this hijacking and has used it as an
attempt to bring the Kashmir situa-
tion to international attention.
In that regard, the plan was
indeed successful with China and the
USAjoining the fray of negotiations.
With the release of the
mi litants, terroristSprces
have been strengthened.
Pakistan's military leader, Pervez
Musharraf, is currently meeting with
Chinese Pi*ime Minister Zhu Rongji
to discuss "the security situation and
various steps the Government of
Pakistan has taken to bring peace
and stability to the region."
However, he also referred to China
as Pakistan's "trusted friend."
Such statements contradict the
notion thatpeace is the primary con-
cern. In an atmosphere of peace
should not all involved be regarded
as trusted friends?
The dispute over Kashmir has
lead to several smaller conflicts
between India and Pakistan during
the last few decac-es. One of the
more disturbing of which was the
recent flexing of muscles by both
countries in the form ofnuclear test-
ing.
In the last few days, the United
States has stepped in to demand
India and Pakistan sit down to nego-
tiate the
Kashmir situa-
tion to a con-
clusion. It
seems the
recent hijack-
ing may have
had a positive
effect in that
other countries are becoming
increasingly aware of the need for
peace between India and Pakistan.
Once the hostages were released
most of the world turned away and
went back to their lives. But with
three more militants free, the terror-
ist forces at work have been
strengthened. Moreover, in giving
into the demands of the hijackers,
the door has been swung wide-open
for the same terrorist group, or oth-
ers like it, to follow suit.
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Student Life
Finding a place to live
Yvonne Farah
The upcoming months bring the
stress of finding a place to live. For
those already living off-campus, the
entire process may merely consist of
the re-signing of their present lease
or they too, may have to look for a
new place to dwell next year.
The most active house searching
group on campus
will be first-year
students who are
currently living in
residences and
will be looking for
a place to live in
September.
This task, at
first glance, may
seem an enor-
mous one. At fur-
ther inspection,
the job of finding a
place to live will
not be as difficult
as first thought.
As a service tofirst-year students,
Residence Life staged two informa-
tive and in-depth seminars on
January 16. They provided all atten-
dees with useful handouts in relation
to the topics discussed.
Legal Resources also participated
in the presentation and they
explained the useful resource they
provide for students on campus. The
housing seminar proved a reliable
resource for those who attended as
well as for writing this article.
The most natural place to begin
the process of house searching
would be roommate selection. It is
recommended to stay with five peo-
ple or less in a single house. Make
sure to agree to live with people who
Prepare a
list of
questions to
ask the
landlord
and
tenants.
have similar goals and lifestyles; it
will help to combat any future prob-
lems.
The specific topics of organiza-
tion and cleanliness should be con-
sidered in the choice of any room-
mate. If you find yourself in the awk-
ward position of being asked to live
with a person you do not wish to live
with, be as mature in refusing their
proposition as
possible.
Be polite and up
front in your
refusal and this
sort of proactive
step could in turn
save a friendship.
A potential room-
mate should be a
person who will
not include their
significant other
as a pseudo-
roommate as the
year progresses.
The actual process of looking for
a house comes next and it can take
anywhere from a few days to a few
months. It all depends on the type of
house or apartment and what is
available at the time of searching.
The primary thing to do is decide
what type of living accommodation is
needed. Whether it be a house or
apartment, assess the estimated cost
of rent and utilities and the distance
to the campus. After these factors
are agreed upon, it is possible to
begin the actual search.
The Housing Office on campus
provides a place for property owners
to advertise their properties in vari-
ous forms. There is a display board
in the office updated regularly.
On February 11, the annual
housing list is published. This list
consists of several listings and has
been a valuable resource for stu-
dents on campus. Other useful
resources are local newspapers or
by simply asking older students who
may be leaving their residences. If all
else fails, simply walk the streets
around the university and look for
signs. It is possible to find places for
rent not publicized in either the
newspaper or the housing list.
The fact that this part ofWaterloo
is mainly populated
with students
means there is an
ever changing flow
of student-oriented
housing in the area.
Even if a house is
not found within
the first few days of looking, some-
thing can be found in the near
future. Try not to hold out too long.
You may find yourself without a suit-
able place in April.
After finding a house that fits as
many of the desired factors as possi-
ble, the next step is setting up an
appointment with the owner to view
it. It is important all of the room-
mates attend the appointment at the
same time. Everyone should see the
physical state of the house.
Regardless ofhowwell your descrip-
tive skills are, they will never be
enough to fully explain a house to a
roommatewho was not there to see
it.
When viewing the house, make
sure to thoroughly examine the
entire house. Check every bedroom,
washroom, laundry facility (if it is
provided), utility room and the
kitchen for any damage or structur-
Make sure to agree to
live with people who
have similar lifestyles.
al problems. Talk to the present res-
idents, though it is not suggested to
ask certain questions while in the
presence of the property's owner.
Prepare a list of questions (see figure
on the left) to be asked of both the
property owner and the present ten-
ants. These questions should cover
everything from how are laundry
services provided, parking and
whether or not snow removal and
lawn cutting are the responsibility of
the tenant or not. Questions that
should be asked specifically of the
present tenants should be related to
the efficiency of the landlord in deal-
ing with problems.
After going through the entire
process of finding a suitable place to
live and all agreeing this is where
you would like to live,
the lease will
need to be signed. Most leases avail-
able are either eight or 12 months,
depending on the property owner.
Eight month leas-
es are rare. The
services provided
by Legal
Resources are
valuable to any-
one who would
like to ask ques-
tions about certain areas of their
lease. Remember to carefully read
your lease before signing it
because
it is a legally binding document.
After going through this entire
process you should find yourself in a
great home next year. These are all
suggestions that come highly recom-
mendedandhavebeen proven effec-
tive. Good luck to everyone.
ELIZABETH
NARDELLA
Strange but True
1. /112 you counted 24 hours a day it
tiKHJId take 32,688 years to reach one
trillion.
2. One in every four Americans has
appeared on television.
3. Recycling one glass jar saves
enough energy to thatch TV/ for
three hours.
4. Clflore SPonopoly money is printed
in a year than real money printed
throughout the uwrld.
5. The UBonce issued a five cent
bill.
6. fortune cookies invented in
the US in 19IS by Charles Jung.
7. /n Tokyo, they sell toupees for
dogs.
8. 6abe fluth i/ix>re a cabbage leaf
under bis cap to keep hitn cool; be
changed it every two innings.
9. Some Ribbon i/wrms twill eat
themselves if they can't find any
food.
10. The cruise liner, Queen
Giaabeth //, moves only six inches
for each gallon of diesel it burns.
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Here are a few reminders in your house
search:
Important questions to ask your potential
landlord:
Who is responsible for snow removal and lawn main-
tenance?
: > :; •' . . *
How are laundry services provided (coin operated,
need to be rented or are provided) ?
How long is the lease and are utilities included in the
monthly rent cost?
Important questions to ask the present tenants:
Have there been any major structural or technical
problems with the house in the last year?
If so, did the property owner deal with them efficient-
ly and in a timely manner?
What sort of relationship does the property owner
maintain with their tenants?
Here are a few important things to bring with you
when you finally move in:
-Furniture (bed, couch, end tables and other acces-
sories)
-Small appliances (iron and ironing board, toaster,
electric kettle, microwave, television, computer)
-Cleaning products (laundry detergent, floor cleaners,
window cleaners, dish detergent and every other
cleaning product possible)
-Food products to stock up the cupboards and
refrigerator with
Editing Au Naturel
Vanessa King
Director James Muir said his last. .and
cut..." for a few months, as The Nature
of Reality filmed its final scene- which
took place in the Athletic Complex on a
chilly Sunday afternoon, December 12th
of the last century. The shoot was a suc-
cess, as filming was completed in just
under two hours- record timing for film-
ing a scene. I guess a looming WLU
security guard, carefully guarding the
following day's exams, is good incentive
to "speed things up". We should have
had him at all of our shoots.
So, now on to the looming task of
post-production; generally more work
than filming, itself. Early morning shoots
will be replaced by late night editing-
reducing the amount of filmed minutes
(which sits just over 900) to a mere nine-
ty to one hundred minute finished prod-
uct. "We created a rough cut- a rough
chronological order of every shot you'd
like to use in the film," said writer, direc-
tor and editor James Muir, "so to get the
film down to two hours was quite a
relief."
Continues Muir: "It's a long process-
all the footage has to be viewed, deter-
mining which is the best scene technical-
ly (which includes sound, lighting, pic-
ture quality, etc.) and which shot is the
best to tell the story.. .saying to yourself
'should I cut here?'...it's the saying 'yes'
or 'no' to a particular shot- the decision
making process, that takes the most
time".
The film is edited on a Mac G3 com-
puter, using the software Final Cut Pro.
The general rule is that for every one
minute of a film, there are about two
hours of editing time behind that one
minute. Muir states his editing philoso-
phy: "Essentially editing is how you tell
the story of the film- your style.
Production and filming determines the
content of your film- editing determines
the style in which your story is told."
Who knew editing could be such a fun
job?
CHRISTINE
CHERRY
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Mmm, Alcohol
The theme this week is that country just south of
the United States, Mexico.
Mexican Banana
11/2 oz, Tequilla
3/4 oz. Cr&rne de Banana
Pour ingredients into a rocks glass filled
WithiCe
Mexican Berry rv / \
i oz. Chambord \
Shake with ice and
strain into a shot glass.
Mexico Martini T, ;
1 1/2 oz. Tequilla
I 1 tbsp. Extra Dry Vermouth
! 2-3 drops Vanilla Extract
Shake and strain into an iced glass.
Mexicarolans
■
1 part Irish Cream
1 part Tequilla
Shake well with ice arid serve over ice.
Are you a student?
Do you have a life?
Well then, my friend, have I got a job for
you!?! Come on out and
write for Student Life!!
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CAREER FAIR
UNIVERSITY OF W A TERLOO, FEDERATION HALL
Recruiting for both fun-time and co-op ; The Waterloo and surrounding area has Just qot t0 be
l«JI"IICll,>ia l #""% IVIC Canada's fastest growing technology region! Tremendous
InJi S3 111U S3 career opportunities are here for talented individuals. This
in the areas of-
• iob fair wi " 9 ive Y° u the chance to explore these
opportunities with worldwide leaders in the high-tech field.
Software Development
If you want a challenging and dynamic job in a fast-paced
|fc
• Computer Engineering • industry, you can't afford to miss this event!
• Sales & Marketing ; Bring copies of your resume and be prepared to discuss
• Technical Support i your P ersonal career objectives with Human Resources
• Electrical/Electronic Engineering
' and Technical Professionals from the sponsoring firms
: listed below:
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Require Several Leading People
To join 1 Leading Edge Company
• A family owned and operated organization that takes pride in
developing people as their primary resource.
• Has been ranked among the top 100 companies to work for
by Fortune Magazine.
• Currently operates in over 50 countries.
(^Johnson
A Family Company
Come and see what makes us different.
Hiring full time and summer intern Sales and Marketing positions.
Career Information Session
Monday, January 24, 2000
5:30 - 7:00 p.m.
Paul Martin Centre
See job postings in Career Services for job descriptions.
-~' 
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Local ban only part of attack on smoking 
In this corner, weighing in at several bil-
lion dollars in yearly revenue with tradi-
tion, addiction and hundreds of thou-
sands of smokers on its side, the tobacco 
industry. 
In the other corner, with the authority 
to speak for hundreds of millions of peo-
ple, the power to enact and enforce laws 
and the time to litigate, the governments 
of municipalities, provinces, states and 
countries. 
The relationship between these two 
sides wasn't_ always so adversarial, but 
with tens of thousands of people dying 
each year from smoking-related health 
problems and with the effects of second-
hand smoke becoming more well-known, 
governments are beginning to take 
strong action against tobacco manufac-
turers and the people who choose to light 
up. 
LOCAL LAWS 
Since January 1, 2000, Waterloo 
Region has been smoke-free in all of its 
restaurants, bars, bingo halls, bowling 
alleys, arenas and other enclosed public 
spaces. At least, that's the way it's sup-
posed to be. 
The last phase of a public-smoking 
ban that started in 1996 has had mixed 
results. The region's health department 
reports the majority of premises are 
complying by putting up signs and 
removing ashtrays- 40 of 1,100 visited 
by the health department are not. The 
information/snitch line (883-2279) has 
received about 600 calls since January 1 
(most of which are supportive) and the 
health department will be hiring two 
more officers to enforce the bylaw. 
At the same time, about 130 area 
businesses have signed up for a legal 
campaign to have the bylaw eased. Even 
though businesses must post signs and 
remove ashtrays, some have put out 
flower pots, bottles and other trays for 
smokers to use. 
People have also been ignoring the 
law at restaurants and bars, knowing 
bylaw officers won't really be enforcing 
the ban until next week. Once the bylaw 
is enforced, smokers can be fined any-
where from $245 to $5,000 per day per 
offense and those who refuse to give their 
name will be charged with obstruction of 
justice. 
But Waterloo Region is only one of 
hundreds of jurisdictions that are and 
have been attacking smoking and the 
tobacco companies that feed the habit. 
Cities such as Vancouver, New York and 
Toronto and states like California have 
banned smoking in public, enclosed 
spaces. 
Some bylaws are more comprehensive 
than others - for instance, Victoria's 
Clean Air Bylaw covers 100 per cent of 
public spaces, while Windsor's law only 
covers eating establishments - but 
almost all municipalities, provinces and 
states have some form of smoking legis-
lation. 
British Columbia has been leading the 
way in smoking legislation. On January 
1, 2000, the entire province became 
smoke-free because of a Workers' 
Compensation Board ruling prohibiting 
secondhand smoke in the workplace. The 
province is also the first jurisdiction to 
require tobacco companies to reveal 
additives and ingredients in cigarettes. 
Uke the province of Ontario, the B.C. 
government is proceeding with a lawsuit 
against American tobacco companies to 
recover the health-related costs of smok-
ing. 
WHO SMOKES AND WHO DOESN'T 
B.C.'s stance on tobacco and smoking 
in public may be attributed to its citizens' 
healthy lifestyles. The October 25, 1999, 
issue of Maclean's magazine, which 
focussed on health statistics across 
Canada, pointed out that Vancouver has 
the lowest mortality rates from cancer 
and circulatory disease in the country. 
"Participation in jogging, skiing, 
mountain biking or in-line skating seems 
to be a prerequisite for residence," read 
an article on the health-conscious ways 
of Vancouver citizens. B.C. has the lowest 
smoking rates in the country, and 
whether its citizens' healthy lifestyles 
have contributed to the province's stance 
on smoking or the other way around, a 
correlation definitely exists. 
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
This is in stark contrast to the province of
Quebec. With the country's highest rate
of smoking (32 per cent) and highest lung
cancer mortality rate (95.1 per 100,000
compared with 67.5 for the rest of the
country), Quebec also has fewer regula-
tions on smoking.
The province is home to three of
Canada's four tobacco companies and
has some of the lightest
anti-smoking laws.
Regulations to curb
smoking in public places
and the workplace just
came into effect last
December.
Smoking rates have
been in a general decline
for many years, however,
certain segments are
being targeted as new
smokers. Smoking among
women, for instance, has
Quebec has
the highest
mortality
rate for
lung cancer
in Canada.
increased drastically and the rate among
youths aged 15 to 19 rose from 21 per
cent in 1991 to 31 per cent in 1996.
This is despite efforts by the federal
government to reduce smoking among
minors and has lead to legal action
against tobacco companies.
LEGAL ACTION
Ottawa recently filed a $1.5 billion
lawsuit against RJ Reynolds Tobacco for
smuggling cigarettes into Canada, there-
by undermining federal anti-smoking
policy. The suit aims to
recover lost tax revenue
(since the government
was forced to lower ciga-
rette taxes) as well as the
costs of combatting smug-
gling.
Filed in New York -
because of the amount of
evidence already heard in
that state - this is
believed to be one of the
largest lawsuits ever filed
by Ottawa.
British
Columbia is
leading the
way in anti-
smoking
legislation.
Ontario has also launched a $59 bil-
lion lawsuit against US tobacco compa-
nies to recover health-related costs, but
the case is being held up because a sepa-
rate lawsuit involving the government of
Guatemala is challenging the legal
avenue.
In 1999, a Florida jury found five
tobacco companies liable for misleading
smokers about the dangers and addic-
tiveness of cigarettes. The first loss to
individual citizens in a class action suit,
the tobacco companies may be required
to pay as much as $200 billion in dam-
ages to as many as 500,000 smokers.
In addition, at least 60 class action
suits are pending, most of which play on
the addictiveness of nicotine.
Apart from health-related lawsuits,
the tobacco industry has come under reg-
ulation for quite some time. Surgeon
General's warnings appear on packaging,
plain packaging may soon become a real-
ity and advertising and
target markets are
strictly regulated.
In 1997, amendments
to the federal Tobacco
Act resulted in a total
ban on sponsorship of
arts and sporting events
by tobacco companies
by the year 2002.
CLEAN AIR
The goal of all this
regulation of the tobac-
co industry and smoking
in public is to improve air quality for
those people who don't smoke and to pre-
vent people from taking up the deadly
habit. The medical consequences for
smokers and non-smokers are by now
well-known and public smoking bans,
such as the one in Waterloo Region, gen-
erally receive wide support.
For instance, a US Gallop Poll found
that 95 per cent of non-smokers and 69
per cent of smokers support California's
workplace smoking ban. California
reports a 99 per cent
compliance rate with the
law.
Toronto's first attempt
at a smoking ban in
1997 did fail, however,
the city is implementing
new bans in 2001
through 2004. A lack of
advertising for the first
ban (only $8,000 was
spent on ads and public
education for 4,700 city
establishments) is
blamed for the backlash and refusals to
comply.
Legal challenges in Toronto and
California have also failed, indicating
smoking bans are here to stay.
It not only comes down to smokers' vs.
non-smokers' rights. It comes down to
health and smoking bans have been
shown to reduce smoking overall. A study
by the US National Bureau of Economic
Research found that workplace smoking
bans reduced the amountof smoking out-
side the workplace.
Quit smoking and win!
The Council for a Tobacco-Free Ontario is sponsoring a province-wide, smoking-ces-
sation contest starting Wednesday, January 19. Co-sponsored by local community
health departments, Quit Smoking 2000 is giving participants a chance to win a
Caribbean cruise, a $2,500 diamond, necklace, three TV-VCRs and a weekend get-
away in Toronto, Ottawa or Montreal.
Smoker's Anonymous will be assisting in the local contest, which also rewards
"two buddies" who help smokers quit. Contest participants have until March 1 to give
up the habit.
For more contest information, call the tobacco information line at 883-2279.
Vocal Cord
Is the smoking ban in Waterloo Region
a good idea?
"It's a good idea, but
not in bars because
people want to have
fun and smoking is a
part of that."
DAVE REEDER
FOURTH YEAR, KINESIOLOGY &
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
(NON-SMOKER)
"Yes, it's good because I
won't come home from
restaurants and bars
smelling like smoke."
LAURA CATTERICK
FOURTH YEAR, BUSINESS
(NON-SMOKER)
"Yes because I think
it will help a lot of peo-
ple quit. It's making a lot
of my friends quit."
MARTHA AMBIS
FOURTH YEAR, PSYCHOLOGY
(VERY RECENT NON-SMOKER)
"I think it's good
because it will
discourage people from
starting to smoke.
It's not being well-
enforced though, so I
don't think it will stop
current smokers."
GREG ROBSON
SECOND YEAR, BUSINESS
(OCCASSIONAL SMOKER)
The Cord Weekly Wednesday, January 19, 2000
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Scratch below the surface!?! What's worth digging into?
Bring your ideas and writing skills to the Features section meeting every Monday
at 5:30 p.m. in the
Student Publications Office (3rd floor FNCC).
Entertainment
The Colours of Earth
Denise McGuire
Sitting down to chat with Brian
Byrne, vocalist for the Toronto-based
band I Mother Earth, is easily one of
the most pleasurable things I could
have done on a Monday afternoon.
Byrne is very open, relaxed and gen-
uinely happy with his current situa-
tion fronting one of Canada's most
prolific bands.
I Mother Earth burst onto the
musical scene in 1993, with their
debut album 'Dig', which was
awarded later thatsame year with a
Juno for the Best Hard Rock Album.
Notable singles from this album
were be "Levitate" and "Rain will
Fall." Three years later their sopho-
more album, 'Scenery and Fish', was
released propelling them into the
spotlight again with more Juno nom-
inations.
The band is currently promoting
their six-month-old album, 'Blue,
Green, Orange'. This album marks a
change in the band's structure. After
the tourwas completed for their pre-
vious album, lead singer Edwin part-
ed ways with the rest of the group.
This lead the band on an eightth
month search for a new singer. A
change in management and record
label was also in the works. It has
been a tumultuous three year jour-
ney for all four members.
Brian Byrne came to the band's
attention after sending in a demo
tape upon hearing about their
search for a new singer. "A mutual
friend of both parties introduced us
and from there on in the interaction
was set and everything fell into
place," Byrne commented.
If you notice an overall happier
vibe coming from the band, it's not
your imagination. The fact that
everyone clicks and happens to be
friends outside of the work environ-
ment is also now a contributing fac-
tor to their success. So how have the
past two years been for the new-
comer in the band? Pretty damn
good if you ask him, "This is some-
thing that I havewanted to do for so
long. Music is what I fell is right for
me to be doing."
When asked about the involve-
ment of each member of the band
when it comes to songwriting, Byrne
explains, "everyone gets to put their
equal input into it. In the end it's Jag
Tanna (guitarist) who orchestrates
the movementof sound andwords."
This is not surprising at all as Jag
is also co-producer on the album
along with Paul Northfield (Hole,
Rush). "You could say that apart
from the band, producing is his pas-
sion although at the moment it does-
n't extend beyond IME material."
Bassist Bruce Gordon could be
called the computer geek of the
group. "He handles the website
(www.imotherearth.com) and
spends much of his time just playing
around with the computer in gener-
al." (By the way, if you send the band
e-mail eventually they will personal-
ly reply to it.) It has been in this way
that the band has discovered a lot of
unusual fan bases. A strong follow-
ing in South America and even
Japan has caught the bands atten-
tion and they are looking into
extending their audiences beyond
the current ones in Canada, the U.S.
and Europe.
When I asked about any side proj-
ects individual members of the
group are interested in, Brian
responded, "It may be a little too
early in the career of the band to get
into that." It seems all members
have a diverse taste in music. Bruce
Gordon apparently likes jazz, Jag
and Christian Tanna are huge
Santana fans and Brian confesses to
being a closet country fan. These
elements of style have debuted into
the music on the latest album
through the use of Latin, Brazilian,
and African instruments and
melodies.
If you've missed IME's presence on
the music scene for a while it's
because they took a break for the
holidays and are now just planning
a provincial tour of Ontario before
heading back into a bigger tour. The
current tourconsists ofsmall univer-
sity towns in Ontario and a few
cities, such as Orillia and Belleville,
that rarely get bands of this stature.
The group feels it is important to
cater to such towns because, "even
though it can be fairly easy to get to
some major cities, younger kids who
do not drive and have no access to a
ride, cannotcome and see the bands
they want to see." Considering much
of their fan base is between the high
school and university age group,
they like to interact with these kinds
of crowds and see the benefits in
touring to small towns.
Byrne mentions that"just about
any venue is
desirable as long as the
crowd has the right vibe, which
would be totally into having a good
timeand enjoying the music. As long
as the crowd has fun, we can pick up
on that and get into it as well."
I Mother Earth is playing in
Waterloo at Federation Hall on
January 22nd, andwill also be open-
ing for Live at Maple Leaf Gardens in
Toronto on the 28th.
Just in case you were wondering,
Brian says his favourite colour is
Blue and always has been...
See SpotRun (of 'Weightless "fame),
who is opening for IME at Fed Hall
on Saturday, will be doing a signing
prior to the show at HMV on
University Avenue between 3-spm.
Don't miss this tremendous opportu-
nity to get real close to people who
make more money than you.
Eaglesmith is Flying High
Brent Hagerman
Automotive, heartbreaking, banker
hating, storytelling, diesel smelling,
farm working, debt collecting, hotel
living, barn playing, feedback driven,
rust tinged, country rooted , rebel-
lious rock and roll. That's Fred
Eaglesmith in a mouthful.
Eaglesmith and his band, The
Flying Squirrels, brought their brew
of hurtin' country and driving rock to
the St. Jacob's Schoolhouse Theatre
Saturday night in support of their
new album, 50 Odd Dollars. The
place was packed, as usual, while
Fred and the boys gave us something
few performers remember how to
give these days - entertainment.
Not only is the southern Ontario
native a perceptive songwriter creat-
ing snapshots of ordinary lives and
fuel-injected escapisms, but he is fun
to watch. His dry jokes, colourful
stories, and off-the-cuff banter con-
tributes to the ongoing loyalty and
growth of his audience.
The Flying Squirrels are a band
of anomalies perfect for Eaglesmith s
music. Willie P. Bennet, a Canadian
folk music icon, played harmonica
and lead mandolin soaked in guitar
effects. Washboard Hank was worth
die price of admission just to see his
customized washboard (covered
with cowbells, bicycle horns, a guitar
frctboard and an Alberta licence
plate - all very musically attended to)
and longtime bassist Ralph Schipper
had his beautiful Gretsch acoustic
bass. And, of course, any band that
uses an old suitcase for a kick drum
has to be way beyond cool.
The nights set was closer to the
country Eaglesmith of a few records
ago - songs about repossessed
farms, closed small town stores and
families hit by hard times. His last
two albums, however, are a little dif-
ferent. 1997s Lipstick, Lies, and
Gasoline, and the new 50 Odd
Dollars are both pages out of the
Springsteen, Neil Young and Steve
Earle books of rock and roll. A size-
able helping of automotive
metaphors and country twang is
always on the side. I've often
thought Eaglesmith represents what
new country should be - gritty,
rough, loud, honest and anything,
yes anything, but romantic and
cheesy.
Automotive,
diesel
smelling,
rebellious
rock and
roll.
Knowing something of
Eaglesmith's feelings on the music
industry and his slow acceptance
here in Canada I asked what the
problem was with the music indus-
try in this country. "They're always
three or four years behind, never up
with what's going on. They have to
check to make sure the rest of the
world thinks it's cool. They're not
willing to say, 'I like this song'. They
never do that. 'I'll see if anybody
likes it then I'll like it'- that's the
biggest problem. So for an odd guy
like me, it's very hard for them to
even look at me.
I've been turned down when I
needed government grants to make
albums and stuff. I mean my Juno
alburn [Drive-In Movie] was turned
down...they said it's not good
enough. You just sorta smile about
it."
Unfortunately, many songwriters
Qnd that Canada's winter climate
matches its music industry's attitude
- cold. "Canadawas a lot harsher on
me when they shouldn't have been.
WhenI started out I couldn't get a gig
in Canada, the only way I got well
known in Canada was playing in the
States."
Eaglesmith has always done
things his own way and he says that
it never hurt him. In 1991, he
released There Ain't NoEasy Road-
a double tape "boxed set" he and
his
band constructed out of Ontario
pine. These days he is signed to New
York's Razor and Tie label and has a
publishing deal in Nashville that has
allowed other singers to record his
songs. On talking about his growing
acceptance within the industry he
says,"I skirted it for a long time and
am very lucky. They resented
it for
awhile but eventually they said,
'What are you doing? Okay, you can
come in on your own
terms'."
On the subject of his next album,
Eaglesmith got excited. "I'm proba-
bly going to make a staunch country
record, brutally country. I'm not
even going to pretend it's not coun-
try. I could stay a rocker because
it
wouldprobably make me more pop-
ular but I don't care. I just want to do
what I feel like doing."
Powerful words from a powerful
songwriter, performer and boxed
set
carpenter.
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Flute melodies etc.
James McClary
This past Sunday the Faculty of
Music presented another of its con-
certs in the 25th Anniversary Events
Faculty Artists Series. To a perhaps
less than full auditorium, probably
due to the inclement weather, Dr.
Amy Hamilton gave a recital for
which people definitely should have
ventured outdoors.
The series was designed in part to
increase community awareness of
the quality of the music program at
Laurier. Each recital is preceded by
a lecture given by a faculty member.
Everything takes place in the
MaureenForrester Recital Hall.
Featured on the program were
works by Debussy and Franck
among others. These two pieces
seemed to form the centrepiece of
theprogram and it was wonderful to
hear this music played by a specialist
in 19th century techniques.
There was also a work by the
well-known 20th century composer
Olivier Messiaen. It is a truly well-
written piece of music that is not reg-
ularly programmed on recitals. It
was a lucky chance to have heard it.
For those who are interested,
Messiaen's masterpiece Quatour
pour le Fin du Temps (Quartet for the
End of Time) will be given at the
KWCMS on January 28th.
Concerts like this one are particu-
larly effective ways of encouraging
not only community support for the
The impact
on the
student can
be very
uplifting.
school but also a feeling of pride for
the school amongst the students.
In the middle of busy times like
early January, the impact on the stu-
dent can be very uplifting. Not only
does one get to take a break from
regular schoolwork but you can go
back to that work with renewed con-
fidence in the school that will be (or
has been) the focus of your life for
four years.
The next recital in the series will
take place in two weeks on Sunday
January 23rd, with Leslie De'Ath on
piano. This concert will be interest-
ing in so far as De'Ath is more often
given a supporting role in the many
concerts in which he is involved
every year.
The next featured artist will be
bass-baritone Dan Lichti who on
February 13th will perform Brahm's
Magelone lieder accompanied by
De'Ath. Lichti was most recently
heard in rather successful perform-
ance of Beethoven's Ninth
Symphony with the Kitchener-
Waterloo Symphony
Each of the Faculty of Music
Series concerts begins at 3:00 with
an introductory lecture at 2:15.
We love Jamesfor his insightful arti-
cles and his ability to save our asses
on a constant basis.
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That's the price of
love...Can you feel it?
Can you feel it?
Cord Entertainment
Meetings. Exciting ones.
Wednesdays at 6pm.
Note: Beth Mullen works
hard every week to bring
you this section. My con-
tribution has been
deemed irrelevant. That's
the price of love.
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Now Available Full-Time or Part-Time
Look
'
Step into a rewarding career
with Peel Regional Police
Be a part of an organization
￿ Built on excellence
￿ Committed to serving the public
￿ Investing in training you
Peel Regional Police is accepting applications from young
career-minded individuals from all walks of life.
Inguiries welcome.
t Attend in Person In WritingMon. - Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. Recruiting BureauPeel Regional Police Peel Regional Police
2 County Court Blvd. 7750 Hurontario St.
Ste. 100, Brampton, ON Brampton. ON L6V 3W6
(90S) 453-2121, Ext. 6002 Fax (90S) 453-8043
Get up, get, get d0wn...51.50 is no joke in this town!
$1.50 Specials...Thurs thru Sunday!!!
Let Stella know she's not the only one who can get her GROOVE ON!!!
Shake your BOTTOM to the best of Alternative-HipHop-Electronica-Retro
Thurs-sat, no cover b4lopm (sat, ladies free) Sunday, no cover b4 9pm 220 King St.N., Waterloo, 0nt....(519)725-4287
Cedars is in the Theeders
Christine Cherry
David Gutterson's 1995 novel Snow
Falling on Cedars has won the
PEN/Faulkner Award and sold more
than four million copies in 30 differ-
ent languages. Screen adaptation is
difficult when a piece of fiction is this
acclaimed. Many in the audience
have certain expectations, having
already developed a relationship
with the characters before even
entering the theatre. So it was no
minor feat when director Scott Hicks
(1997 Academy Award nominee for
Shine) was able to create a film that
brought the vision of Gutterson's
work to life.
Thefilm is set around the fiction-
al fishing village ofSan Piedro Island,
whose inhabitants are a mix of fish-
ermen,berry farmers and Japanese-
Americans who have returned to
San Piedro after they and their fam-
ilies were interned during World
War 11. The film opens with the dis-
covery of a dead island man, found
tangled in his fishing net. Quickly the
murder investigation focusses on the
man's childhood friend and fellow
islander Kazuo Miyamoto (first time
actor Rick Yune). The two men's
families have been involved in a dis-
pute over property that was taken
from the Miyamoto's during their
internment.
When the trial begins reporter
Ishmael Chambers (Ethan Hawke)
sits in the upper tier. He is intently
focussed on the defendants wife,
Hatsue (Youki Kudoh). Ishmael has
been in love with Hatsue since the
days of his childhood when they
played on the beach together.
Hatsue's life moved on following her
family's internment after Pearl
Harbour.
Unable to move beyond the rejec-
tion by Hatsue, Ishmael covers the
trial while reliving in his mind the
passion he and Hatsue once shared.
The story weaves back and forth
between scenes of the trial and
Ishmael and Hatsue's childhood
while Ishmael struggles to get past
his resentment in order to do what
he knows is right.
Much of the plot closely follows
that of the novel. Hicks deals well
with the time constraints placed on
him by the film format. Yet lacking in
the film was the rich development of
some of the secondary characters,
such as intense emotions experi-
enced by Kazuo during the war and
the trial. Hicks was able to construct
the relationship between Ishmael
and his father and Hatsue and her
mother in a relatively brief time peri-
od, allowing him to retain the sub-
You should
watch it for
the scenery
and lighting
alone.
plot about the challenges of living up
to parents' expectations. Also miss-
ing from the film is an explanation of
Hatsue's transformation during her
internment. Understanding the
changes Hatsue makes in embracing
her Japanese heritage is critical to
her ultimate rejection of Ishmael.
Hicks should have spent some time
on this important aspect of the story
in order to bring out the strong
empathy one feels for Hatsue when
reading the book.
Visually the movie is breathtak-
ing. You should watch it for the
scenery
and lighting alone. The trial
takes place during a blizzard, casting
the characters in a cold blue light
reflected from the snow. It is posi-
tively chilling to watch. The use of
gas
lanterns becomes very impor-
tant to the development of the trial,
and the orange glow they cast pro-
vides needed warmth. While slightly
postcard-esque, the wideshots of the
Rocky Mountains and snow or mist
covered cedar forests are beautiful
nonetheless. Thecharacters lives are
in turmoil while they are surrounded
by incredibly serene imagery.
While there is little to complain
about in the acting of Hawke and
Kudoh, there is little to cheer about
either. Yune's performance, while
somewhat too brief, stood out. It is
disappointing that Hicks did not
develop the character of Kazuo fur-
ther. Yune's cinematic debut shows
he would have been able to handle
the challenge.
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The versatile Knapp led Laurier with
17 points and 10 rebounds, while
knocking down 7 of 8 from the char-
ity stripe. Once again, both Nick
Ritchie andKevin Johnson were solid
off the bench, especially the hard-
working Johnson who lead the team
with 3 steals and 3 assists. Bob
Papadimitrou netted 7 points, while
Jeff Dunning chipped in with eight
points in the loss.
The loss lowered the Golden
Hawk record to 1 win and 2 losses.
LAURIER WINS A HUGE ONE ON
THE ROAD
Darren Veira must live by thebasket-
ball phrase, "You're only as good as
your last shot." Veira, the Golden
Hawk's starting point guard, had
been struggling through a massive
shooting slump. However, he found
his way out of this dry spell in style
when, with the shot clock down to 1
second and the game clock winding
down to 30 seconds, he jacked up a
threepointer that would make every-
one forget about his shooting slide.
The shot increased the Golden
Hawk lead from 1
to 4 points and pro-
vided the prover-
bial nail in the coffin
as Laurier went on
to complete their
55-50 victory over
the Guelph
Gryphons.
Veira, a Guelph
native was having a
dismal return to his
home town, as he
had made only 2 of
his last 11 shots
before he cashed
the clutch three-
pointer andmost important bucket of
the game.
Prior to Viera's three, sharp
shooter Bob Papadimitrio put the
Hawks in position to win the game by
dialing long distance on two of his
own timely three-pointers. These last
minute baskets, combined with tena-
cious Laurier defense fuelled the
Hawk victory.
Under the net Laurier big men
Adam Rogers and Rhadi Knapp both
played inspired defense. Thetower of
power, Knapp was a one man wreck-
ing force on defense as he continual-
ly blocked the shots of any Guelph
Knapp
finished
with 9
blocks - one
shy of a
triple
double
player who dared enter the Laurier
paint. Knapp finished the contest
with 9 blocked shots, one shy of a
triple double. Rogers, whoplayed his
best game of the regular season, fin-
ished with 11 points, 12 rebounds
and 4 blocks.
For the most part, the game was
characterized by terrible shooting
from both clubs, especially the
Hawks who shot less than 25%.
Laurier looked disorganized and
confused on offense, and on many
possessions it
appeared as
though the 67"
Rogers was
forced to be the
point guard, as
opposed to one of
three ball han-
dlers on the court.
Fortunately, the
team was able to
make up for their
offensive woes by
playing stellar,
intense defense.
Guelph constantly
faced high pres-
sure and had all of their shots con-
tested by Laurier hands.
Papadimitrio handled the scoring
for the Hawks by dropping 15 points,
while Knapp banged in 10 andVeira
had 9. Making contributions off the
pine were Chris Scott, Kevin Johnson
and Argentino Filia. With the win
WLU now stands at 2 wins and 2
losses.
Editor's note:
The photo depicted above was not taken at
either ofthe Hawks last 2games, infact.it was-
n't even taken in the last decade. The staff
regrets the unavailability of more recent photos
but would also like to say that, well, darn if
those aren't just the cutest little shorts we've
ever seen.
FILE
PHOTO
This Week
In Sports
Women's Hockey
' 1 "
Fri. Jan. 21 vs Windsor,
8:30 pm
Sat. Jan. 22 vs Windsor, 4
pm
Wed. Jan. 26 @ U of T, 7:30
pm
Men's Hockey
Sun. Jan. 23 @ Waterloo, 2
pm
Basketball
* ' : - '
Sun. Jan. 23 @ Waterloo
Women @ 12pm
Men @ 2pm
'
Wed. Jan. 26 vs Western
Women @ 6pm
Men @ 8 pm
Curling
Sat/Sun Jan. 22/23 @
Windsor
Volleyball
Fri. Jan. 21 @ Waterloo
Women @ 6pm
Men @ 8 pm
Wed. Jan. 26 @ Brock
Women @ 7:30 pm
Figure Skating
Sat. Jan. 22 @ Western
Sports
That's hockey - without Gord Miller
Mike Stankowitsch
The Hawks came out against the York Yeomen
on Thursday nightwith little to no jump in their
game, which was evident not only on the ice
but also on the shot clock and scoreboard.
The Yeomen took the early lead one minute
and 24 seconds into the game from a face off
in the Hawks end. Thefirst also saw York score
a second time rounding out,
the scoring in the period
and taking the Yeomen into
the first break leading 2-0.
York out-shot the Hawks 16-
4.
In the second period the
Hawks closed the gap on a
power play goal by Larry
Paleczny. Not to be out done,
though, York responded
with a goal of their own
extending their lead to 3-1
midway through the period.
The Hawks continued to
pressure the Yeomen even with a man in the
penalty box. The pressure paid off when Sam
Simons created a turnover in York's end and
scored short-handed to narrow the score to 3-
2.
The third period began with the Hawk's fir-
ing on all cylinders. Marc Dineley scored on a
shot from the slot after a nice pass from Troy
Kahler in the corner.
York took
the lead one
minute and
24 seconds
into the
game.
Withthe Yeomenon the ropes, Laurier con-
tinued to press and finally took the lead for the
first time in the game on a goal by Andrew
Lumb with less than five minutes remaining in
the game.
To their credit, York did not roll over and
die when the Golden Hawks went ahead. They
continued topressure the Hawks. It finally paid
off when, with 1:50 on the clock, York scored
the game-tying goal to knot
the game at 4-4.
Overtime saw chances
from both sides but neither
team could score the winner.
The Hawks were out shot in
the game 46-32.
Coach Tony Martindale
was frustrated with the
team's effort in the first.
"You can't spot any team in
this league two goals and
expect to win. Our first peri-
od effort was similar to this
week's practices which
lacked intensity. During the game we lacked a
willingness to battle".
Player of the game for the Hawks was Sam
Simons who contributed a goal and an assist.
The Hawks traveled to Laurentian this week-
end to take on the Voyeguers Saturday after-
noon at 2:00 PM. Laurier's next home game is
January 19, 2000 when they take on cross
town rivals the Waterloos Warriors at the
Clarica Arena at 7:30. FILE
PHOTO
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Hoop: big win, tough loss
Continued from cover,
OUA STANDINGS
Women's Hockey
Men's Hockey
/"Tf-I
TIT TV • • • \
(Far West Division)
Men's Volleyball
(West Division)
Women's Volleyball
(West Division)
OH, YOU DIDN'T KNOW?
More
Men's
Hockey
Mike Stankowitsch
The men's hockey team traveled
to Sudbury, Ontario to take on the
LaurentianVoyageurs in hopes to
improve their record in the in the
second half of the season.
The long ride to Sudbury
turned out to be even longer on
the way home after falling to the
Voyageurs 6-5.
This was a game that saw the
Hawks take an early 2-0 lead in
the first period on goals by
Darren Lowe and Rick White
before having it quickly cut inhalf
to 2-1 before the period ended.
The second period was
played like a bad game of shinny
and each team potted several
goals to end the period tied at 4-
4. Scoring for the Hawks were
Jeff Ambrosio and Larry
Paleczny.
In the third period the wheels
fell off the Hawk wagon and
Laurentiantook the lead late into
the game. The Voyageurs went
ahead for good with 2:04 on
remaining on the clock. Scoring
the lone Hawk goal in the third
was Larry Paleczny, who sniped
his second of the game.
The one bright spot in the
game for the Golden
Hawks was
the line of Rick White, Larry
Paleczny and Jeff Ambrosio who
combined for 4 goals and 7
assists. The players of the game
without a doubtwere these three
players.
The Hawks' next two games
are against their cross town rival-
the Waterloo Warriors. The first
game willbe played at theQarica
Arenaon January 19, at 7:30pm.
The second game is on Sunday
January 23, 2000 at the
Columbia Ice Fields. Game time
is 2:oopm.
athletes of the week
Radhi Knapp
Mens Basketball
It looks as ifRadhi Knapp wasn't
prepared to surrender the male
athlete of the week crown just
yet. After winning theaward with
an outstanding single game per-
formance last week, Knapp per-
formed extremely well in two
more games this week. The
Pickering native had 17 points, 10
rebounds and 1 block against the
McMaster Marauders and as if
that were not enough, he added
10 points, 11 rebounds and 9
blocks against the Guelph
Gryphons.
Kareen Hinds
Womens Volleyball
Kareen, a middle hitter from
Kitchener, Ontario, led the
women's volleyball Hawks with
13 kills and 4 "stufi" blocks in
Laurier's January 14th victory
over the Guelph Gryphons. At
s'll, the first year Sociology
major possesses the height and
athletic ability to be a force in the
OUA for years to come. Coach
Woloshyn and his staff will rely
heavily on Kareen as the team
tries to improve on its 7-7 record
this season.
A Golden
Performance
In Women's Hockey...
The Hawks swept two games
from the Queen's Golden Gaels over
the weekend and remained at the
top of the OUA with 19 points, tied
for first place with the Guelph
Gryphons
...rookie Jacqueline Grahek scored a
hat trick for the Hawks in the team's
second victory...
In Women's Basketball...
The Hawks dropped two more
with losses to McMaster and
Guelph...the Marauders smashed
Laurier 64-34 while the contest with
the Gryphons was of the "close but
no cigar" type, and the Hawks fell
58-53...as if things aren't bad
enough, the Hawks have confirmed
that team captain Kristi Perras will
miss the remainder of the season
with a dislocated shoulder...
In Women's Volleyball...
Kitchener native Kareen Hinds
had a huge game for the Hawks as
she helped her team defeat the sec-
ond place Guelph Gryphonsfor the
first time in a couple of
seasons...Hinds was outstanding
from the middle position with 13kills
and 4 stuff blocks...the victory was
extra-important for WLU as they
were without the services of Paula
Watson, the #1 hitter in the OUA...
In Men's Hockey...
The Hawks had a winless week
tying York 4-4 and falling to the
Laurentian Voyageurs in a close one
6-s...Laurier led the Yeomen late
into the game and let the game tying
goal in with just 1:50 left...in the loss
to Laurentian, Kitchener Larry
Paleczny led the Golden Hawks with
4 points and was an outstanding
plus 4...playing with Palsczny were
Rick White and Jeff Ambrosio and
this line combined for 4 of the Hawk
goals and 7 assists...
In the NFL...
Heads should roll in Buffalo after
the decision was made to start the
inexperienced and ill-prepared Rob
Johnson over the magical Doug
Flutie two weeks ago...eat your
Flutie Flakes...
Scores
Men's Basketball
Laurier 52
McMaster91
Laurier60
GuelphSS
Record: 2-2
Women's
Basketball
Laurier 55
Guelph 58
Record: 1-10
■
Men's Hockey
Laurier 4, York 4
Laurier 5
Laurentian 6
Record: 9-5-2
Women's Hockey
Laurier 5,Queen's 1
Laurier 6, Queen's 3
Record: 10-3-1
Women's
Volleyball
Laurier 3, Guelph 2
Record: 7-7
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Guelph 9 3 1
Laurier 9 3 1
Toronto 8 4 1
York 7 3 3
Windsor 2 10 2
Queens 1 13 0
W L T
Western 12 2 2
Laurier 9 5 2
Windsor 6 6 4
Waterloo 7 9 0
W L
Western 9 1
Waterloo 6 4
McMaster 5 6
Guelph 4 6
Laurier 4 7
Windsor 4 8
W L
Western 12 0
Guelph 8 4
Mp.M aster 8 4
Laurier 7 7
Windsor 5 9
Waterloo 4 8
Brock 0 12
Pay no attention to the man behind the
curtain...and this empty space,
too...pay no attention to it, either, OK?
GoodLife fitness-top clubs in the world
20™ ANNIVERSARY
STUDBff SPECIAL
99
DAYS V
"Mo" Hagan
I
■" "■■.■■■w B demonstrates
B B 'PUNCH'Top-selling
ar" jNI flHr MHT ljk B| B martial arts-boxing
jM« » Band fitness class
vD I
_ _ Tr mm MM Mb w • Top fitness classes
|^B$
Cinnrll ifp m 747-1044
I Jg 140 Columbia St. W.
Go world class! Get the best... Join GoodLife today!
Maureen "Mo* Hagan was selected the Top Fitness Director in the World by the International Dance & Exercise Association covering 80 countries worldwide*
GoSdUfe Fitness Is also the first and only fitness club to win the OutstandingBusiness Achievement Award from the Chamber of Commerce • Picked "Best Club
Sn Canada'bythe wortd's most prestigiousfitness club consuming company. Club ManagementServices of the United States •More equipment p.: member
than any club)»Your membership Is good at almost 50 dubs In Ontario
• Established for20 years
• More resources for you because we have more physical
education:gractyefes. frtoesiotogyand fitnass specialists working for your
needs at GoodLife than any other fitness company in the world
• On top of all that,
W'Wl'' T *v®ry comfortable, vwy affordable Ctub • You can lose weight, shape up, look good and feel great!
'
'
' i'"'y%/,'""Brno limited offer, Gtfier fees and some restrictions may apply Other memberships available.
GINO'sPIZZA
747-9888
160 University Ave .West
2 LARGE 739
3 Toppings each
* +TAX
2 MEDIUM
$
1,139
oT1 • 1
JL JJ + TAX
6 loppings each
The CENTURIAN is Here !!
20x1,
T
16^
"
Ihree loppings f|
jSpf M
open: 9 am - 5 am
T h e  C o r d  W e e k l y  
W e d n e s d a y ,  J a n u a r y · l 9 ,  2 0 0 0  
S p o r t s  •  2 1  
G r a h e k  s c o r e s  t h r e e  i n  H a w k  w i n  
R u m  S 1 1 \ D E I M \ Y E R  
O n  W e d .  J a n .  1 2 t h  t h e  L a u r i e r  
G o l d e n  H a w k s  w e n t  u p  a g a i n s t  t h e  
Y o r k  Y e o w o m e n  i n  a  b a t t l e  f o r  s e c -
o n d  p l a c e  i n  t h e  O U A  Y o r k  e n t e r e d  
t h e  g a m e  2  p o i n t s  a h e a d  o f  L a u r i e r  
s o  t h e  H a w k s  h a d  t o  w i n  i n  o r d e r  t o  
i m p r o v e  t h e i r  s t a n d i n g  i n  ·  l e a g u e  
a c t i o n .  
T h e  g a m e  s t a r t e d  o f f  w i t h  a n  
e a r l y  Y o r k  g o a l .  T h e y  w e n t  a h e a d  2 -
0  o n  a  s e c o n d  g o a l  s c o r e d  o n  a  
p o w e r  p l a y  a s  H e a t h e r  A l l a n  o f  
L a u r i e r  w a t c h e d  f r o m  t h e  p e n a l t y  
b o x .  I t  w a s  a  s l o w  s t a r t  f o r  t h e  
H a w k s  a s  Y o r k  s c o r e d  t h e i r  t h i r d  
g o a l  i n  t h e  f i r s t  1 0  m i n u t e s  o f  t h e  
g a m e ,  b u t  t h e  w o m e n  i n  p u r p l e  d i d -
n ' t  g i v e  u p  e a s i l y .  
T h e  H a w k s  m a d e  t h e i r  c o m e -
b a c k  a s  H e a t h e r  T r e d w a y  s c o r e d  a n  
i m p r e s s i v e  f i r s t  g o a l ,  a s s i s t e d  b y  
H e a t h e r  A l l a n .  C a r o l i n e  H a l l  t h e n  
s c o r e d  a n o t h e r  a m a z i n g  g o a l  f o r  
L a u r i e r  a s  s h e  c a r e f u l l y  a v o i d e d  
Y o r k ' s  d e f e n c e  a t  c e n t r e  i c e .  H a l l  
s k a t e d  i n t o  Y o r k ' s  z o n e  w h e r e  s h e  
s l a m m e d  t h e  p u c k  p a s t  t h e  Y o r k  t e n -
d e r .  
\  
T o  e n d  t h e  f i r s t  p e r i o d  A n d r e a  
B a b o n y  o f  Y o r k  s c o r e d  h e r  t e a m ' s  
4 t h  g o a l  m o v i n g  t h e  s c o r e  u p  t o  4 - 2  
Y o r k .  
T h e  s e c o n d  f r a m e  s t a r t e d  o f f  w e l l  
f o r  L a u r i e r  a s  H e a t h e r  A l l a n  s c o r e d  
g o a l  # 3 .  T h e  r e s t  o f  t h e  p e r i o d  w a s  
p e n a l t y - f i l l e d  a s  b o t h  Y o r k  a n d  
L a u r i e r  p l a y e d  a n  a t t a c k i n g ,  a g g r e s -
s i v e  s t y l e  o f  p l a y .  
T h e  i n t e n s i t y  p i c k e d  u p  i n  t h i r d  
p e r i o d  a s  L a u r i e r  f o u g h t  b a c k  a n d  
Y o r k  s t r u g g l e d  t o  d e f e n d  t h e i r  l e a d .  
T h e r e  w a s  p l e n t y  o f  r o u g h  p l a y  d u r -
i n g  t h e  3 r d  r e f l e c t e d  b y  t h e  s e v e n  
p e n a l t i e s  h a n d e d  o u t .  S a r i  K r o o k s  o f  
Y o r k  t o o k  2  o f  t h o s e  w h i l e  t r y i n g  t o  
g e t  L a u r i e r ' s  t e a m  a n d  t h e i r  f a n s  
r i l e d  u p .  
T h e  H a w k s  t i e d  i t  u p  w i t h  t h e  
Y e o w o m e n  w h e n  C a r o l i n e  H a l l  
s c o r e d  t h e i r  4 t h  o f  t h e  g a m e .  B u t  
t h a t  w a s  a s  m a n y  a s  L a u r i e r  w o u l d  
g e t  a s  Y o r k  m a n a g e d  t o  h o l d  t h e  
s c o r e  a n d  r e g u l a t i o n  t i m e  e n d e d  i n  a  
t i e  a t  4 - 4 .  
I n  o v e r t i m e  n o  s c o r i n g  t o o k  p l a c e ,  
a n d  t h e  g a m e  e n d e d  a t  4 - 4 .  I t  t u r n e d  
o u t  t o  b e  a l l  Y o r k  n e e d e d  a s  t h e y  s t i l l  
s l i p p e d  p a s t  L a u r i e r  i n t o  s e c o n d  
p l a c e  i n  t h e  O U A  s t a n d i n g s .  
W i t h  o n l y  a  c o u p l e  o f  p r a c t i c e  
t i m e s  i n  b e t w e e n ,  L a u r i e r  t h e n  w e n t  
u p  a g a i n s t  Q u e e n ' s  i n  K i r i g s t o n  o v e r  
t h e  w e e k e n d .  B o t h  g a m e s  t u r n e d  o u t  
g r e a t  f o r  L a u r i e r  a s  t h e  H a w k s  w o n  
5 - 1  a n d  7 - 3 .  
T h e  2  g a m e s  n o t  o n l y  h e l p e d  o u t  
t h e  L a u r i e r  h o c k e y  G o l d e n  H a w k s  
b u t  a l s o  a l l o w e d  m a n y  r o o k i e s  t o  
s h o w  o f f  t h e i r  s t u f f .  A l i s o n  O ' N e i l l  
a n d  T i f f a n y  F e r g u s o n  s c o r e d  t h e i r  
f i r s t  g o a l s  o f  t h e  s e a s o n .  A  r e a l  b r i g h t  
( g r e e n )  l i g h t  o v e r  t h e  w e e k e n d .  
t h o u g h ,  w a s  J a c k i e  G r a h e k  w h o  
s c o r e d  a  h a t  t r i c k .  l i s a  B a c k m a n  
a l m o s t  h a d  t h e  s e c o n d  h a t  t r i c k  o f  
t h e  w e e k e n d ,  b u t  u n f o r t u n a t e l y  h a d  
h e r  3 r d  g o a l  d i s a l l o w e d .  l i n d s a y  
A u s t e n ,  a  r o o k i e  g o a l i e ,  c o n t r i b u t e d  
g r e a t l y  t o  L a u r i e r ' s  s e c o n d  w i n .  S h e  
i s  a n o t h e r  e x a m p l e  o f  t h e  p r o m i s e  
L a u r i e r  h a s  s h o w n  a n d  t h e  p o t e n t i a l  
t h e y  h a v e  f o r  t h e  u p c o m i n g  g a m e s  
t h i s  s e a s o n .  
F o r  a l l  t h o s e  H a w k  f a n s ,  L a u r i e r ' s  
n e x t  h o m e  g a m e  i s  o n  F r i .  J a n .  2 1 s t  
a t  8 : 3 0  w h e n  t h e y  w i l l  b a t t l e  a g a i n s t  
t h e  W m d s o r  L a n c e r s .  A l s o  o n  S a t .  
J a n .  2 2 n d  t h e  w o m e n  a r e  h o s t i n g  a  
f r o s h  r e u n i o n  w h e r e  a l l  f r o s h  h a v e  
t h e  c h a n c e  t o  w i n  p r i z e s  b y  b e i n g  t h e  
b e s t  r e p r e s e n t e d  t e a m  b o t h  i n  f r o s h  
F i s h  a n d  c h i p s  a n d  v i n e g a r ,  v i n e g a r ,  v i n e g a r ,  
F i s h  a n d  c h i p s  a n d  v i n e g a r  
P e p p e r  
P e p p e r  
P e p p e r  
S _ p o r t s  
C o r d  S p o r t s .  
C A R E E R  
O P P O R T U N I T Y  
E D I T O R - I N - C H I E F  
A n  o p p o r t u n i t y  t o  g a i n  v a l u a b l e  
w o r k  e x p e r i e n c e  t o  e n h a n c e  y o u r  
r e s u m e / p o r t f o l i o ,  I M P R I N T ,  t h e  
U W  S t u d e n t  n e w s p a p e r  i s  l o o k i n g  
f o r  a  f u l l t i m e ,  o n e - y e a r  c o n t r a c t ,  
s a l a r i e d  e m p l o y e e  f o r  t h e  s c h o o l  
y e a r  c o m m e n c i n g  M a r c h  1  ,  2 0 0 0  
t o  M a r c h  3 1 ,  2 0 0 1 .  A s  E d i t o r - I n -
C h i e f  y o u  w o u l d  b e  r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  
o r g a n i z i n g  v o l u n t e e r  s t a f f ,  o v e r -
s e e i n g  a l l  p r o d u c t i o n / l a y o u t  f o r  a l l  
s e c t i o n s  o f  t h e  p a p e r  a n d  b e  f a m i l -
i a r  w i t h  I B M  c o m p a t i b l e  c o m p u t -
e r s / d e s k t o p  p u b l i s h i n g .  I f  y o u  
e n j o y  a  c h a l l e n g i n g ,  f a s t p a c e d  
e n v i r o n m e n t ,  p l e a s e  s u b m i t  l e t t e r  
o f  a p p l i c a t i o n ,  r e s u m e  a n d  s a m -
p l e s  o f  w r i t i n g  t o  K a t r i n a  D i G r a v i o ,  
S t a f f  R e l a t i o n s  C o - o r d i n a t o r ,  
H u m a n  R e s o u r c e s ,  U n i v e r s i t y  o f  
W a t e r l o o ,  O n t a r i o ,  N 2 L  3 G 1  b y  
F e b r u a r y  1 ,  2 0 0 0 .  
H E L P  
S p e c i a l  N e e d ! ;  O f f i c e  R e v i e w  
L a u r i e r ' s  S p e c i a l  n e e d s  O f f i c e  
i s  c o n d u c t i n g  a  r e v i e w  o f  i t s  
o p e r a t i o n .  I f  y o u  h a v e  h a d  
e x p e r i e n c e  w i t h  t h e  S p e c i a l  
N e e d s  O f f i c e  a n d  w o u l d  l i k e  t o  
s h a r e  y o u r  p e r c e p t i o n s ,  p r a i s e ,  
c r i t i c i s m  o r  s u g g e s t i o n s ,  w e ' d  
l i k e  t o  h e a r  f r o m  y o u .  C a l l  u s ,  
o r  d r o p  i n t o  t h e  D e a n  o f  
S t u d e n t s  O f f i c e  a n d  s i g n  u p  f o r  
o n e  h o u r ,  g r o u p  m e e t i n g  w i t h  
t h e  .  r e v i e w  c o m m i t t e e .  
M e e t i n g s  w i l l  b e  h e l d  o n  
T h u r s d a y ,  J a n u a r y  2 7  o r  F r i d a y ,  
J a n u a r y  2 8 .  ·  
C a l l  e x t .  3 3 1 8  n o w  t o  s i g n  u p  
A S S O C I A T E  D E A N  O F  S T U D E N T S  
I S  R E C R U I T I N G  F O R  
C o o r d i n a t o r  F o r  
D i s c o v e r  L a u r i e r  2 0 0 0  
C h e c k  j o b  P o s t i n g  a t  C a r e e r  
S e r v i c e s  w e b  s i t e :  
h t t p : /  / w w w . w l u . c a / ' w w w c s _ c o  
A p p l i c a t i o n s  A c c e p t e d  b y  
C a r e e r  S e r v i c e s  u n t l l  
J a n u a r y  2 8 t h ,  2 0 0 0  
U a & J t  
u e  
P < o u d  $ l u l U  I N ' ,  l l o ¥  1 ' 1 8 , . . , . ,  IIW'~y I . H g u c !  
J e f f  A m b r o s i o  
L a b a t t  H o c k e y  P l a y e r  o f  t h e  G a m e  
V e r s u s  L a u r e n t i a n  
F o r  a  t e a m  l i k e  t h e  H a w k s  i t  m a y  b e  d i f f i c u l t  t o  f i n d  a  
p l a y e r  o f  t h e  g a m e  w h e n  y o u  l o s e  t o  a  s t r u g g l i n g  t e a m  l i k e  
t h e  L a u r e n t i a n  V o y a g e u r s .  H o w e v e r ,  i t  w a s  i m p o s s i b l e  t o  
i g n o r e  t h e  e f f o r t s  o f  t h i r d  y e a r  w i n g e r  J e f f  A m b r o s i o ,  w h o  
h a d  a  g o a l  a n d  t w o  a s s i s t s ,  w h i l e  a l s o  b e i n g  p l u s  3  i n  t h e  6 -
5  l o s s .  W h i l e  H a w k s  R i c k  W h i t e  a n d  L a r r y  P a l e c z n y  b o t h  
h a d  4  p o i n t s .  i t  w a s  r e a l l y  A m b r o s i o  w h o  p u t  a  s p a r k  i n t o  
t h i s  H a w k  t e a m .  
U a & J t  
u e  
P < o u d  $!u~UIN' «  l l o ¥  1 ' 1 8 1 \ i d t l . r  ,...~, I . H g u c !  
S a m  S i m o n s  
L a b a t t  H o c k e y  P l a y e r  o f  t h e  G a m e  
V e r s u s  Y o r k  
W h i l e  i t  i s  o f t e n  h a r d  f o r  r o o k i e s  t o  c r a c k  t h e  l i n e u p  i n  
t h e i r  f i r s t  y e a r  o f  O U A  h o c k e y ,  H a w k  r i g h t  w i n g e r  S a m  
S i m o n s  h a s  l e f t  h e a d  c o a c h  T o n y  M a r t i n d a l e  w i t h  l i t t l e  
c h o i c e .  I n  t h e  H a w k s  4 - 4  t i e  w i t h  Y o r k  o n  J a n u a r y  1 3 t h ,  
S i m o n s  c o n t r i b u t e d  a  g o a l  a n d  a n  a s s i s t ,  w h i l e  a l s o  p l a y i n g  
w e l l  i n  h i s  o w n  e n d  o f  t h e  r i n k .  T h e  K i t c h e n e r  ~e w i l l  
s u r e l y  b e  r e w a r d e d  w i t h  e v e n  m o r - e  i c e  t i m e ·i f h e o o n t i n u e s  . .  ·  
t o  m a k e  s u c h  a  s o l i d  i m p a c t .  '  r  "  .  '  
c o l o u r s  a n d  s p i r i t .  P u c k  d r o p s  a t  4 : 0 0  
s o  d o n ' t  m i s s  i t .  
" > . . . . -
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Arts
Various diagrams and journal
entries, here collected and
presented, from the suprisingly
vague and mysterious childhood
of one Ross Daniel "Couch Sloth"
Bullen, former graduate of Milton
District High School in Milton,
Ontario, current editor of the
"Arts" page in the "Cord", the
official student newspaper of I
Wilfrid Laurier University, and I
future vagrant/drifter. I
My Dad
Tuesday Janl3, 1987: Last night I
watched Garfield.
It was very funny. I hope it comes on again.
Thursday Feb26, 1987: Today we are going to the science
. _ '.
"
: • ■ '• , ' ' , vj
fair. It will be great. Yesterday the hot dogs were great.
Thursday March5, 1987: Tonight we have to go to the vet.
Si §§ - < ' ""
"
To see if my cat is pregnant.
Date Unknown: Today Stacey brought ALF.
: : . • - ' ; - ' - \ : • .
,
•
'
. -V
''
• v yl
I want to get one for Easter. Right now.
A Radically Condensed History Of Postindustrial Life
by David Foster Wallace, from "Brief Interviews With Hideous Men"
: V
"
.
■"
. ■■ ■ , ' ' / . '■■■■ ■ ■.
PWhen they were introduced, he made a witticism, hoping
•}-,..■ ■ . •
-
.-•? •. ■•■• •
to be liked. She laughed extremely hard, hoping to be liked.
' '
They each drove home alone, staring straight ahead, with
Si I i | IsHIPlsi ■ SS-: ;S 9fttii 111!®! .. 8't§l 8|1!8I lilsillllllp fil
the very same twist to their faces.
■
'
o'd introduced them didn't much like either of
■ ■
them, though he acted as if he did, anxious as he was to pre
'vV:, :; ' 'V v. ■" 1 ., , / ; V
v;v
\.
r/. ■: V■'/' ''■' " - n -n
serve good relations at all times. One never knew, after all,
i&fp :v ' • v* : *
how did one now did one now did one.
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gg Classifieds
WKKfII&SBIIKM HHiHIHHI Room Available Classified Rates
1 room, female, affordable, comfortable
house to share. 2 batiis, tree laundry,
Students:
jigel Softball
(Jub IVyouLs
Save on Ink Cartridges
,
. , Jim's Bike For SaJe 30 words or less $5
Vediiesday nights March 1, 8, 22, 29
Save upto 70% of ink cartridge cost by
66 *mr
.
US r ° U
"
_
°SC '
Anyone want to buy a cheap mountain
31-60 words $8
Xpril 5,12,
and 19th; B:lspm to 10:00pm having your empty hik cartridges refilled.
™ivorsities
-
Lease negotiable. 747- bike they can smash up with impuni-
each word over 60 $.10
,tStanley Park
Public School. For our Jr. Bring your empty ink cartridges to our
0j39.
ty?Call me at 725-0977.111 hook ya up.
Non-Students
team (18-23) and intermediate Save and Recycle Box at the Centre Spot
,Jcense<*
Ijuieuaire Swan
30 words or less $7
•
p... M
.
. ,
r, n . _ Basement apartment available May 1,3 31-60 words $10
)am6 (open age group).
Interested in in Frtd Nichols Campus Centre. For
bedroom modfim recentl
Oxford graduate seeks native Mandarin each word over 60 $.10
Slaying in or coaching Ananaging or questions call 577-8028 Pro Ink. We also '
'
?>
.
speaker for basic language instruction.
[formation, contact Joe or John Forte cany a wide variety of re-manufactured
r
' T
7®1
"
"J" 112!
" U6
'
In returnwill provide English instruction.
Semi-Display Ads
519-579-4638 orjforte@golden.net Web toner cartridges for Laser Printers, Fax speaking, grammar editing, etc. Call
' ,5°
Hte: httpy/liome.golden.net/~jlbrte and Copier at guaranteed lowest price. Eric at 885-4425. •Prices include GST
paternities, Soiorities, Scholarship Money!
Student Groups!
Guitar Lessons All faculties: $1,000 and $500 scholar-
Ul" third ihr It,«i Nichols Gunpus Gmim
H $1.000-$1,500 tliis semester with Personalized instruction. All styleslev- ships from S IT. Southwestern Ontario. I>h""" ln ,irdors am ' !jl 884-0710 «xt :km. i'ux
he easy Campus Information Services House lor Rent
ols Day/evening classes Central KW. on DeadlineFebruary 11,2000. Application orfl(,rs am IKI «> < 51<" hh:umx Cash roquimd
hrec-hour fundraising event. No sales 307 1 x,stor Street. Close to WUJ (5 min.)
bus „A Mu<dc RC M Midlael forms at www.stc.waterloo.on.ca.
<■' n, m «*t Med ml, «i„!n«
squired, iamdraising dates are filling 7 students $35(Vmo. May 172000 - April
Bennett 576-6881. Requires 75%+ average, 200-word
"vail/thin for phoiw-in mid fax orders iuul dassifMs
uickly, so call 1 -800-797-5743 today oi 30 2001. I
hone 884-4!64.
MBHMHBBHHBBHBffiKffiSHMI essay, and two samples of technical com- running
ibr more uuut livn issuos. Dtmdliim liir pi<u*i-
Nt www.campasfundraLser.com! House for Rent munication. m.«itbiii<«dayaii2K)opm
33 Hi
K
rh Street. dose to WLU (5 min.) 6
~~
Students. $34Q/mo. May 1/2000 - April VAMOS A CUBA
3(V2(X)I. Phone 884-4164. in a homestay Spanish mH^ESSSuIt3HBS^umiiB^EiSSmBSSKSS^SSBi^^^3K
!Day/401 Ir (April 5-9 2000) Roommate Needed Immersion program in Cuba? $1000-
ESOL teacher certification course (or by
1 student, male or female to share a $1200. Tailored to your needs. For
orrespondence). I,ooo's of jobs avail-
c ' Gan 'louso next year. 3 bathrooms, details call Kim at 519-885-0274or email
Me NOW. FREE information package. large
eat-in kitohen, laundry and park- at KKjohresonlOS'hotmail.com \A/a»*l/ in fhn rinkal \/llUnn
ill free 1-888-270-2941. ing, less than
10 min. direct bus ride to VVUIK 111 IT IC VjSUOui VEIIdQ6«
WLU. Reasonable rent, one year lease mTSIMJWIIBRB KflplgprePff
,
May MX). Call Rebecca at 747-2275. jgip k . .
Want jui apartment like Rachel ;uid
My little pumpkin: "* CIifOf!Of
eft Member of the AIDS Committee
Mon}ca
-
S
? Happy 2 Year Anniversary. Thank you
olunteers needed for ACCKWAthe AIDS
Ls _
for ng being for
PtOJCCt Management
ommittee. Nonjudgemental people will-
me, these past 2 years have truly been IS a new
1 2-lTlOnth pOSt-graduate
igto commit to 2.5 hour shifts ofstreet
wantfid for May to August - a two bed-
mygreatest! iloveyou certificate program at Humber College
ufreach to promote HIV/Aids knowl-
room apartment dose to school
forever and ever
Ige and prevention. 1 lease call 570- KEV XOXO Now you
can study for employment in the qrowinq field of international
i.. across from Louies. Its clean and pret-
AUAU a s
Humo Builder'
tyl Rent negoUable (re ,d: eheap) Call us Hey Melissa. Read Has!!
Development. Learn applied skills for writing international project
Le
to the Community l Volnnteets are for ° look " 88M582 I want you... to want ME!!!
Proposals, cross-cultural communications, managing resources for overseas
Sfperateiy needed to proyide compan-
-Maneosh
'"'"Atonaldevelopment, and more. The program includes an 8-week field
mhip to people with Alzheimer
Bedroom houses available for rent. All The High Keg
P acement or applied research project which may be Humber
tease. T\vo hour commitment for one
dBm k«P'- All close to the It is high
completed overseas or in North America. Call (416) if> <2®l®p!
ar. Training provided. Call Alzheimer University
and have laundry and park- It is a keg
675-6622, ext 4705, or fax (416) 675 2188. V
piety 742-1422.
in«- Cell 722-4556 or 722-4187. It Ls the High Keg. Beware. B3DQBDBDDBDBHQBE3BBBSESEBS9R
Awesome leadewh*p J
Opportunity
The Departmentof 'Ljton thl
leadcis for the position
of Residence i
2000/200 1 academic year.
V,
Applications: tOC8
*13*'
to
6'»° P
p. .
AVAttABIE
t fl |"day, January 28 from 00
Housing Office. j
DUE
no later d.a„ StODbva.»k
4:30
p.m
„ I
rLI af
Monday, February Tat die
;
RSH'P FAIR
Housing Office.
U# #1
Cotlcoursc l
- INfoRMATION rhUWd^
*u 884-071 o ext. 7617 "ursciay February 3 |
j
'"•-' 1 ' / -
